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TO: ---

Nelson Lund

Counsel's Office

DATE DUE: TYPE OF RESPONSE
3/13 XM Multiple Mailing 0 Form Reply : One-Time Reply

SUBJECT:

Civil Rights legislation -

REQUESTED BY/ADDRESSED TO:

Beverly Ward

BACKGROUND:

The attached would be used to respond to general public mail

about civil rights legislation -- 1991 Civil Rights Bill, or

those who talk about quotas. It was written from the WH fact

sheet on Expanding Choice and Opportunity, and the AG press

release on civil rights legislation.

r _____________________
DATE:

3/8/91

Presidential Messages
Old Executive Office Building

Room 94
(202) 456-7610

Your Recommendation/Comments:

One change is marked on the attached hard copy.
Also, I would suggest enclosing a copy of

APPROVED

DISAPPROVED

COMMENTS:

the Attorney General's transmittal letter
(attached) along with the robo and White House
fact sheet.

Nelson Lund# 3-11-91

SIGNATURE: 
DATE:
DATE:SIGNATURE:



--DRAFT CIVIL RIGHTS LEGISLATION-- BW/SMG

Dear:

On behalf of President Bush, thank you for your message about

civil rights legislation. The President believes that every

individual should have an equal opportunity to participate fully

in our society and that no one's race, color, national origin,

religion, sex, or disability should be a barrier to advancement.

To that end, the Administration is committed to strengthening

the power and opportunity of individuals and families, to

breaking down barriers to independence and self-reliance

wherever they exist, and to providing hope to distressed

individuals and communities.

Based on his belief that "the strength of democracy is not in

bureaucracy -- it is in the people and their communities,"

President Bush has announced his domestic agenda for expanding

opportunity and for promoting choice for individuals.

Specifically, the President has called for Congressional action

on eight major initiatives: educational choice; educational

flexibility; homeownership for low-income persons; enterprise

zones; anti-discrimination laws; community opportunity areas; the

social security earnings test; and anti-crime efforts.

The sum of these initiatives is opportunity, and the door to

opportunity must not be barred by discrimination. To guarantee

every American enjoys equality of opportunity and access, the

Administration has worked vigorously to enforce existing laws



against discrimination. Further, where anti-discrimination laws

need improvement, the President has said, "I am committed to

refining them."

Consistent with that pledge, President Bush has asked Congress to

strengthen employment discrimination laws to remove

consideration of factors such as sex, race, religion, or national

origin from employment decisions. A major objective of his

proposal is assuring that employers are both encouraged and

required to provide equal opportunity for all workers without

resorting to quotas or prefe inNtream . In addition, the

proposal provides strong new remedies to serve as a deterrent

against sexual harassment in the workplace, and it expands

prohibitions against racial discrimination in the performance of

contracts.

President Bush believes that we can eliminate job discrimination

without departing from the principles of fairness that apply

throughout our legal system and without creating a litigation

bonanza that brings more benefits to lawyers than to victims.

He also believes that it is time for Congress to bring itself

under the same anti-discrimination requirements it prescribes for

others.

The President appreciates your sharing your views with him, and

in light of your interest, I am enclosing material that I hope

you will find informative. With the President's best wishes,

Sincerely,

SMG

ENCLOSURE: WH Fact Sheet
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March 1, 1991

Honorable Thomas S. Foley
Speaker
United States House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Speaker:

I am pleased to transmit a legislative proposal to make
several significant improvements in our Nation's employment
discrimination laws, along with a section-by-section analysis
explaining the proposal. This bill reflects the President's
longstanding commitment, recently reaffirmed in his State of the
Union Address, to strengthening the legal tools designed to
eliminate the intolerable blight of discrimination from our
society. This package will accomplish the four major objectives
the President set out in his address to civil rights leaders on
May 17, 1990.

First, as the President has said, any civil rights bill must
"operate to obliterate consideration of factors such as race,
color, religion, sex, or national origin from employment
decisions." Under this proposal, employers will be encouraged-
and required to provide equal opportunity for all workers without
resorting to quotas or other unfair preferences. The bill
codifies a cause of action for "disparate impact," as recognized
in Gri2s2 v. Duke Power QQ., 401 U.S. 424 (1971), which outlawed
certain practices that unintentionally but disproportionately
exclude individuals from certain jobs because of their race,
color, religion, sex, or national origin. With respect to these
"disparate impact" cases, the bill places the burden of proof on
the employer to demonstrate "business necessity," thereby
overruling a contrary ruling in Wards Cove PackinagCo. v. A nig.,
109 S. Ct. 2115 (1989).

The bill greatly expands the prohibition against racial
discrimination in the performance of contracts under 42 U.S.C.
1981, and overturns the decision in Ptrson v. McLean Credit
Union, 109 S. Ct. 2363 (1989). In addition, this proposal amends
Title VII to eliminate a needless and unfair limitation on the
time for filing challenges to discriminatory seniority systems,
overruling Lorns v. AA&TJgbuldS u , 109 S. Ct. 2261
(1989). Similarly, in the interest of ensuring that legitimate



claims can be pursued, the bill extends the time for filing a
Title VII claim against the Federal government from 30 to 90
days.

The bill also permits the courts to make awards to
prevailing parties for the fees of expert witnesses, and
authorizes the award of interest in actions against the Federal
government on the same terms on which such awards are available
against other parties.

The second requirement established by the President is that
a bill must "reflect fundamental principles of fairness that
apply throughout our legal system." Accordingly, this bill
expressly provides that the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
shall apply in determining who is bound by an employment
discrimination decree, just as they apply in other civil causes
of action. This provision ensures that the standard rules of
joinder and intervention will operate to give all victims of
illegal discrimination a fair opportunity to protect their
constitutional and civil rights in court,

The third essential element of a civil rights bill is a
provision to ensure that Federal law provides an adequate
deterrent against sexual harassment in the workplace. Under
current law, the only judicial remedy for many cases of such
harassment is a directive to refrain from such conduct in the
future. This cannot provide adequate deterrence. In order to
rectify this shortcoming, the bill makes available new monetary
remedies for the victims of illegal harassment under Title VII.

The President has also insisted, however, that our civil
rights laws not be "turned into some lawyer's bonanza,
encouraging litigation at the expense of conciliation, mediation,
or settlement." Accordingly, this proposal for the creation of a
new monetary remedy under Title VII provides for bench trials,
and it caps the monetary award at $150,000. The bill also
includes special incentives for employers to develop and
implement meaningful internal complaint procedures for harassment
claims, while allowing employees to obtain emergency relief from
the courts when employers fail to respond quickly and effectively
to complaints of illegal behavior. More generally, the bill
encourages the use of alternatives to litigation in resolving
disputes under our civil rights laws.

Fourth, the President has said that the Congress should live
by the same requirements it prescribes for others. Accordingly,
this bill eliminates the congressional exemption from Title VII
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and gives congressional
employees the same fundamental protections that employees of the
Executive branch have enjoyed for many years. The bill gives the



Executive no role in enforcing the law against the Congress,
allowing the Congress to establish its own mechanisms for
enforcement. Congressional employees, like employees of the
Executive branch, will be able to maintain a private right of
action upon exhaustion of their administrative remedies.

Finally, the President has observed that the Congress must
also take action in other areas to enhance equal opportunity.
The elimination of employment discrimination, which is the aim of
this bill, will have little meaning unless jobs are available and
individuals have the skills and education needed to fill them.
Nor can we expect young people to achieve their full potential if
they grow up in neighborhoods and schools permeated by violence,
drugs, and hopelessness. The Administration is proposing several
initiatives to enable individual Americans to claim control over
their own lives and futures. Enactment of those initiatives,
along with this bill, will achieve real advances for the cause of
equal opportunity.



THE WHITE HOUSE

Office of the Press Secretary

Embargoed for Release February 27, 1991
Until 11:05 a.m. EST
Wednesday, February 27, 1991

FACT SHEETa

EXPANDING CHOICE AND OPPORTUNITY
FOR INDIVIDUALS FAMILIES. AND COMMUNITIES

In his State of the Union Address, the President said: "The /
strength of democracy is not in bureaucracy. It is in the people
and their communities....We must return to families, communities,
counties, cities, states and institutions of every kind the power
to chart their own destiny, and the freedom and opportunity
provided by strong economic growth."

The Administration is committed to strengthening the power
and opportunity of individuals and families, to breaking down
barriers to independence and self-reliance wherever they exist,
and to providing hope to distressed communities.

This means giving people access to jobs and the ability to
make choices that will better their lives and the lives of their
families. People with access to housing, jobs, and quality
education have a stake in their community, and a greater
incentive to lead productive lives. More important,Lpeople with
economic opportunity have hope for the future -- an important and
powerful weapon against poverty and despair.-

The Administration seeks to use numerous administrative,
regulatory, and budgetary means to expand economic opportunity
for low-income individuals.) In addition to these continuing
efforts, the"President today announced that he will seek
Congressional action to promote choice and opportunity on several
fronts:

1. educational choice;
2. educational flexibility;
3. homeownership for low-income persons;
4. enterprise zones;
5. anti-discrimination laws;
6. community opportunity areas;
7. the social security earnings test; and
8. anti-crime efforts.

Legislation, where required, will be transmitted to Congress in
the next several weeks to implement these proposals.

- more -
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o Enterprise zones would reduce Federal tax revenues by $1.8
billion over five years.

STRENGTHENING AND ENFORCING ANTI-DISCRIMINATION LAWS:

A vital element in the effort to protect the civil rights of
all Americans is the vigorous enforcement of existing anti-
discrimination laws. Over the past two years, the Bush
Administration has moved aggressively to fight hate crimes and
combat discrimination in housing, voting, employment, and
education. A few examples:

o Enactment of the Americans with Disabilities Act in July
1990 was one of the most-important expansions of civil
rights protections in a quarter of a century. The
Administration is now pursuing swift implementation of the
landmark law.

o The Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) is I
aggressively enforcing the 1988 Fair Housing Amendments
which prohibit housing discrimination on the basis of race,
color, national origin, religion, sex, familial status, or
disability. The Bush Administration has resolved nearly
12,000 of the almost 16,000 fair housing cases.

o In 1989, the Justice Department prosecuted more than twice
as many hate crimes cases as in any previous year. In 1990,
the Justice Department had a 100 percent success rate in
prosecuting hate crimes.

o In 1990, the Department of Education received and resolved
more civil rights complaints than in any previous year of
its history -- and in record time.

o The largest settlements in the history of the Department of
Labor's Federal Contract Compliance cases have been achieved
during the Bush Administration. A single case involving
employment discrimination against women and minorities
resulted in a payment of $14 million. In another case, a
back pay settlement of $3.5 million will benefit
approximately 1,000 women who were discriminated against in
hiring.

- more -
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The-Administration is committed to strengthening the strong
employment discrimination laws that now exist. These
improvements will remove consideration of factors such as sex,
race, religion, or national origin from employment decisions.
This can be done without encouraging the use of quotas or
preferential treatment, without departing from the fundamental
principles of fairness that apply throughout our legal system,
and without creating a litigation bonanza that brings more
benefits to lawyers than to victims.

o A major objective of the Administration is to ensure that
Federal law provides strong new remedies for harassment
based on sex, race, color, religion, or national origin.

o The Administration will propose to codify a cause of action
for "disparate impact," involving employment practices that
unintentionally exclude disproportionate numbers of certain
groups from some jobs. The burden of proof will be shifted
to the employer on the issue of "business necessity."

o The time has come for Congress to bring itself under the
same anti-discrimination requirements it prescribes for
others.

o Other improvements, including changes in certain provisions
affecting statutes of limitations and encouragement for the
use of alternative dispute resolution mechanisms, will also
enhance the administration of our comprehensive civil rights
laws.

REDUCING FEDERAL BUREAUCRACY AND ESTABLISHING OPPORTUNITY AREAS:

Programs providing social, welfare, health, education, and
nutritional services are often delivered in fragmented ways.
Allowing services to be integrated will better serve the
recipients of these programs and promote self-sufficiency and
opportunity.

o The Commuity Opportunity Act of 1991 will enable local
communities to develop "community opportunity systems" and
allow them to restructure Federal programs to provide
services and benefits in the way the community deems best to
meet the needs of the individuals and families served.

- more -
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THE OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-4000

FORCE MANAGEMENT
AND PERSONNEL 14AY 1991

Honorable Gerry E. Studds
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Studds:

Thank you for your letter of March 15 to President Bush concern-
ing the exclusion of homosexuals from the Military Services. I have
been asked to reply.

It has long been Department of Defense (DoD) policy that homosex-
uality is incompatible with military service. There are numerous
reasons for this policy, including the necessity to maintain good
order, morale and discipline; foster mutual trust and confidence
among Service members; recruit and retain members of the Military
Services; and maintain the public acceptability of military service.

There is a fundamental difference between this policy and the
racial segregation that existed in the military before 1948. Racial
discrimination is unlawful because it judges people based upon the
color of their skin. Societal attitudes about homosexuals, however,
derive from conduct that defines the class, not from a neutral
characteristic such as skin color.

Federal courts have upheld the military's homosexual exclusion
policy and accepted its rational relationship to legitimate military
purposes. In fact, since the current DoD policy on homosexuality
became effective in 1982, every court that has ruled finally on the
issue has held that the homosexual exclusion policy is constitu-
tional. We do not plan to reassess the Department's policy on
homosexuality.

I have forwarded identical letters to each signer of your corre-
spondence to the President.

Sincerely,

T. D. Keating
Captain, JAGC, USN

Director, Legal Policy
Requirements & Resources

~i1-<_~~~2' -~
/ ~~2



THE WHITE HOUSE
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REFERRAL

MARCH 28, 1991

TO: DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

ACTION REQUESTED:
APPROPRIATE ACTION

DESCRIPTION OF INCOMING:

ID: 222055

MEDIA: LETTER, DATED MARCH 15, 1991

TO:

FROM:

SUBJECT:

PRESIDENT BUSH

THE HONORABLE GERRY E. STUDDS
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

WASHINGTON DC 20515

REQUESTS THAT TBE PRESIDENT PUT AN END TO THE
DISCRIMINATION OF GAYS AND LESBIANS IN THE
MILITARY

PROMPT ACTION IS ESSENTIAL -- IF REQUIRED ACTION HAS NOT BEEN
TAKEN WITHIN 9 WORKING DAYS OF RECEIPT, PLEASE TELEPHONE THE
UNDERSIGNED AT 456-7486.

RETURN CORRESPONDENCE, WORKSHEET AND COPY OF RESPONSE
(OR DRAFT) TO:
AGENCY LIAISON, ROOM 91, THE WHITE HOUSE, 20500

SALLY KELLEY
DIRECTOR'OF AGENCY LIAISON
PRESIDENTIAL CORRESPONDENCE

T
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March 26, 1991

Dear Congressman Studds:

Thank you for your recent letter to the President, cosigned
by 39 of your colleagues, regarding the treatment of gay and
lesbian soldiers in the military.

We appreciate the interest which prompted you to write.
Please know that your correspondence has been directed to the
appropriate Administration officials for their careful review
and consideration.

Thank you again for your interest in writing.

With best regards,

Sincerely,

Frederick D. McClure
Assistant to the President
for Legislative Affairs

The Honorable Gerry E. Studds
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

FDM:JHH:jfc
SoldierH.pf

(3FDMGA)

bcc: w/copy of inc to Dept of Defense - for appropriate action

bcc: w/copy of inc to NSC - FYI
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MERCHANT MARINE AND FISHERIES
POST OFFICE BUILDING

CHAIRMAN NEW BEDFORD, MA 02740

SUBCOMMITTEE ON FISHERIES AND WILDLIFE 508-999-1251

CONSERVATION AND THE ENVIRONMENT
SOUTH SHORE
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SELECT COMMITTEE ON AGING 508-771-0685

March 15, 1991

Dear Mr. President:

We are writing to express to you our whole-hearted support for each and
every American soldier, sailor, airman and Marine who served so well in
the Persian Gulf. As you have said so many times, every one of them
has performed magnificently and deserves our respect and gratitude.

We support all our military personnel in the Gulf -- including some
fifty thousand gay and lesbian soldiers who have served and are
continuing to serve so valiantly.

We believe that these gay and lesbian soldiers are facing unusual
pressures. While enduriLng the same hardships of war as their non-gay
colleagues and making the same sacrifices, gay and lesbian service
members must hide an integral part of themselves. While a non-gay
soldier can take comfort in a photograph or letter from a spouse, a gay
soldier must deny the very existence of his or her loved-one. When -

silent. talk about their homes and families, gay soldiers must remain

This painful denial is made necessary by the Pentagon's archaic and
destructive policy of barring all gays and lesbianss from the military,
regardless of ability. Those already serving who are discovered to be
gay are summarily discharged, years of loyal and competent service
notwithstanding.

As his s7:hips deployed to the Persian Gulf last fall, Admiral Joseph

Doneli Comanerof he avys urfce tlati FletissedaHNGO
memo describingolesbansEasF"hard-working

carer-rieted wilin toputin onghous o thjoAanHamngTN DCh051
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Page Two

their lives for our country while being told in no uncertain terms that
"if the Iraqis don't get you, the U.S. military will."

In 1948, after serving valiantly in World War II, African Americans
were finally given equal status in the military. Despite the
Pentagon's strident claims that racial integration would cripple the

military, President Truman issued an Executive Order compelling the

Defense Department to end racial discrimination. No one would argue

with his decision today.

We submit that discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation is as

wrong as discrimination on the basis of race. The only difference is

that gay people cannot be detected simply by the color of their skin.

Gays always have and always will serve in the U.S. military -- the only

question is when they will be allowed to do so with dignity.

Mr. President, you have praised our service personnel and encouraged us
to support each and every one of them fully and proudly. We urge you

to afford our gay and lesbian troops that same well-deserved respect

and to end the military's shameful discrimination.

Sincerely,

GR YESTDCRAIG A. W HINGTON, M C.
STUDD, M.6

MEL LEVINE, M.C.

THENRYAA. WAXMAN, M.C.

BILL GREEN, M.C.

ROBERT T. MATSUI, M.C.

TED WEISS, M.C.

PETER H. KOSTMAYER, M.C.

BARNEY FRANK, M.C.

WILLIAM LEHMAN, M.C.

)
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GEDON EDWARDS, M.C.

CHARLES B. RANGEL, M.4

PATRICIA SCHROEDER, M.C.

,/ /

/'-i

I,

'I
/ ~6

RONALD V. DELLUMS, M.C.

CH TER G. ATKINS, M.C.

O[RD L. BERMAN, M.C.

BARBARA BOXER, M.C.

RGE MILLdR, M.C.

J IES H. SCHEUER, M.C.

LES AUCOIN, M.C.

VIC FAZIO, M.C.

NANCY PELOSI, M.C.

JOHN MLLER, M.C.

THOMAS ANDREWS, M.C.

K12 "); 21.
McDERMbTT, M. C.

A *~ ~ 7-
/ ~ y~-- C

STEPHEN J. SOLARZ, M..

ELEANOR HOLMES NORTON, M.C.

MICHAEL J. KOPETSKI, M.C.

C(7

40
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JOLE UNSOELD, M.C.

~)K~i2~
NEIL(ABERCROMBIE, M.C.

~1I?
M2XINE WATERS, M.C.

JOMPH P. KENNED' II, M.C.

ALAN WHEAT, M.C.

E . ENGL. C.
ELIOT L. ENGEL, M.C.

CON E MORELLA M.C.

ANTHONY . BEILENSON, M.C.

GARY iY ACKERMAN, M. C.

RON WYDENN.C.

LANE EVANS, M.C.

PETER DEFAZIO, M.C.

c.c. Dick Cheney
Colin Powell

6XAA
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March 26, 1991

Dear Congressman Studds:

Thank you for your recent letter to the President, cosigned
by 39 of your colleagues, regarding the treatment of gay and
lesbian soldiers in the military.

We appreciate the interest which prompted you to write.
Please know that your correspondence has been directed to the
appropriate Administration officials for their careful review
and consideration.

Thank you again for your interest in writing.

With best regards,

Sincerely,

Frederick D. McClure
Assistant to the President
for Legislative Affairs

The Honorable Gerry E. Studds
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

FDM:JHH:jfc
SoldierH.pf

(3FDMGA)

bcc: w/copy of inc to Dept of Defense - for appropriate action

bcc: w/copy of inc to NSC - FYI
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March 15, 1991

Dear Mr. President:

We are writing to express to you our whole-hearted support for each and

every American soldier, sailor, airman and Marine who served so well in
the Persian Gulf. As you have said so many times, every one of them

has performed magnificently and deserves our respect and gratitude.

We support all our military personnel in the Gulf -- including some

fifty thousand gay and lesbian soldiers who have served and are
continuing to serve so valiantly.

We believe that these gay and lesbian soldiers are facing unusual

pressures. While enduring the same hardships of war as their non-gay

colleagues and making the same sacrifices, gay and lesbian service

members must hide an integral part of themselves. While a non-gay
soldier can take comfort in a photograph or letter from a spouse, a gay

soldier must deny the very existence of his or her loved-one. When
others talk about their homes and families, gay soldiers must remain

silent.

This painful denial is made necessary by the Pentagon's archaic and

destructive policy of barring all gays and lesbians from the military,
regardless of ability. Those already serving who are discovered to be

gay are summarily discharged, years of loyal and competent service
notwithstanding.

As his ships deployed to the Persian Gulf last fall, Admiral Joseph

Donnell, Commander of the Navy's Surface Atlantic Fleet, issued a
cofienia-mdcribing-lesbia-----1-- "v%-WASHTnON-rking

carerorentdwilin t pt i lnghousnhe2oban aon HEIEBLDN
comman's to professions." e thendirecedNhi offiers1t
immediate dishargeall esbins. Toughits0wn-stdies111a
recetlyas anury,198 -- hav repately rge itGrecision heEFR
DefnseDeprtentconines o vgorusy ad butllyenfrc OFE BIDN
anti-gayR, Mb0274

Many atritic ays nd lsbias chose o ener te5miitar9anyay,1
concalig teirsexaliy i ordr t seve. Thosans othSOUT bRE
menan woenwee prtof peaton esrt tom. Thehverske SUDIGSUT6
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their lives for our country while being told in no uncertain terms that
"if the Iraqis don't get you, the U.S. military will."

In 1948, after serving valiantly in World War II, African Americans
were finally given equal status in the military. Despite the
Pentagon's strident claims that racial integration would cripple the
military, President Truman issued an Executive Order compelling the
Defense Department to end racial discrimination. No one would argue
with his decision today.

We submit that discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation is as
wrong as discrimination on the basis of race. rThe only difference is
that gay people cannot be detected simply by the color of their skin.
Gays always have and always will serve in the U.S. military -- the only
question is when they will be allowed to do so with dignity.

Mr. President, you have praised our service personnel and encouraged us
to support each and every one of them fully and proudly. We urge you
to afford our gay and lesbian troops that aame well-deserved respect
and to end the military's snameful discrimination.

Sincerely,

Gi -YE TD~rMC

MEL LEVINE, M.C.

9-,O-n kI jt A.
HENRY A. WAXMAN, M.C.

BILL GREEN, M.C.

RO ERT T. MATSUI, M.C.

TED WEISS, M.C.

PETER H. KOSTMAYER, M.C.

BARNEY FRANK, M.C.

WILLIAM LEHMAN, M.C.

PHOTOCOPY
MISC. - JDWRITING

I i
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DON EDWARDS, M.C.

CHARLES B. RANGEL, M.'

PATRICIA SCHROEDER, M.C.

RONALD V. DELLUMS, M.C.

CH TER G. ATKINS, M.C.

0 ARD L. BERMAN, M.C.

BARBARA BOXER, M.C.

McDERMOTT, M.C.

STEPHEN J. SOLARZ, M.04.

J4IES H.

RGE MILLTR,M.C.

SCHEUER, M.C.

LES AUCOIN, M.C.

VIC FAZIO, M.C.

NANCY PELOSI, M.C.

JOHN LLER, M.C.

THOMAS ANDREWS, M.C.

ELEANOR HOLMES NORTON, M.C.

MICHAEL J. KOPETSKI, M.C.

PHOTOCOPY
MISC. HANDWRITING
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JOLE UNSOELD, M.C.

NEILKABERCROMBIE, M.C.

MYXINE WATERS, M. C.

JO PH P. KENNEDYiII,

C.

CON E MORELLA M.C.

ANTHONY( . BEILENSON, M.C.

GARY LY ACKERMAN, M.C.

RON WYDEN, p.C.

LANE EVANS, M.C.

M. C.

ALAN WHEAT, M.C.

EM L. E
ELIOT L. ENGEL, M. PETER DEFAZIO, M.C.

c.c. Dick Cheney
Colin Powell PHOTfl';OPY

MISC H' RITING
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The Honorable George Bush
President, The United States
The White House
Washington, D.C.

March 6, 1991

REFERENCES: (1) Your Message to participants in the March on Wash-
ington dated August 27, 1988, (2) My letter to you dated January 15,
1989, (3) My letter to you dated October 15, 1990 and (4) Your letter
to me from Ms. Shirley M. Green, w/enclosure, dated November 16, 1990
(attached).

Dear President Bush,

I was deeply moved by the eloquence and sincerity in your tribute to the
historic and intrepid contributions of the Black American Soldier during
last month's White House ceremony in celebration of African-American His-
tory. I have also been deeply moved and inspired by your courageous ap-
pointment of my former Regular Army contemporary, General Colin Powell, as
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. The infectious example of mutual
respect, interracial teamwork and professionalism displayed between De-
fense Secretary Cheney and General Powell set a new standard for affirm-
ative action.

I am especially proud that the efficient, swift and decisive victory by
the U.S. lead, combined, multi-racial and multi-national forces in North
Africa and The Middle East, proved beyond any doubt, that through inter-
racial sharing, cooperation and fairplay at every level of responsibility,
greatness can be greater and achievements, legendary. Ccngratulations to
you for your leadership par-excellence and thank you for your trust and
faith in the wisdom and skills of our Generals and their troops at every
level of command.

You may recall from the letter and enclosures I sent you onJanuary 15 ,
1989, I was deeply involved in the expansion of equal opportunity for the
minority soldier and larger Black community. The issue, however, is great-
er than the "Military's" current role as our "Nation's" leading equal
opportunity employer. It is its historic role as the barometer of social
change, the shield for our nations values and the laboratory for testing
our ability to overcome class and caste in american life. Before the
American Constitution was an effective, defacto document and the original
colonies a true Republic, the first Black American's liberated, en mass,
from slavery came as a direct result of their patriotism in both the
American and British Armies during our Revolutionary War.

Perhaps it was providential that the war in the Persian Gulf began during
the celebration of Martin Luther King, Jr's birthday and ended successful-
ly during African-American History and Brotherhood Month. It is equally
providential and ironic that this ending came as we were celebrating the
birthdays of the greatest black-white team in American Political History,
Frederick Douglass and Abraham Lincoln - the Father and God-Father of the
Republican Party. With the mandate and approval given you by the American
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PAGE TWO OF LETTER TO PRESIDENT BUSH FROM H.R. SIMS dated March 6, 1991.

People and the world as a result of the singularly outstanding performance
of the Nation's most totally integrated and inclusive military force, you
have an opportunity, as no President before you, to fulfill Lincoln's
prophesy "that this nation, under God, shall have a new burst of Freedom"
by realizing Douglass's blueprint for a Republic, "based upon the eternal
principles of truth, justice and humanity, with no class having cause for

complaint or grievance," that "will stand and flourish forever." More-
over, your Gargantuan strides towards "A New World Order" cannot be sus-

tained without a healthy and unified domestic team, as tenacious in its

war against crime, ignorance, poverty and disease as it was against Saddam
Hussein... a team that is bi-partisan, multi-racial, ecumenical and non-
sexist.

As a first step Mr. President, I strongly urge you convenea--.hiteBouse

Conference on Civi Rights._-,Economic Opportunity aind1 Communit-evelop-
ment. The objectives of such a conference might be to assess the progress
of these three components since 1954, to evaluate the impact of the
remedies used, real and perceived, on all segments and regions of our
society and fashion a strategy for a new national order by the 21st Cen-
tury. Since this is the 20th anniversary of Whitney Young's tragic death

in Nigeria (my mentor and friend), I would suggest, in his honor, the
overall Goal would be to develop and implement his pioneering call for a

Domestic Marshall Plan - a massive, public-private effort on the (rela-
tive) scale taken by our nation to rebuild the ruined remnants of Post-
World War II Europe - an undertaking that led to booming economies, full
employment and new housing in the cities of our former enemies. Only with
such a massive and cooperative reordering of national priorities with all

relevant segments involved can we win the war against poverty, greed,
racism and violence.

On August 27, 1988 you reminded us that "civil rights is not just a matter

of social policy, but a fundamental right -- the inherent equality of all

men and women. The evil pains of inequality and bigotry must be left be-
hind us as we embark upon a new century. "We have to" you reasoned "con-
tinue to do more than protect rights, we must create opportunity."...
"As we prepare for the year 2000 let's work together" you challenged us
"and forge ahead with a new agenda -- one that will address the social and

economic rights of all Americans. Martin Luther King's 'dream' of the

future must be continued." In conclusion you reaffirmed that..."our so-
ciety - historically, economically and politically - is built on inclusion.

Everyone should have a chance to take part in all that is good about this

(our) country...."

Black America responded to the persuasive power of your words and gave you

the highest approval rating of any Republican President since Eisenhower.

Inherent in this was a need to depoliticize the black agenda by making it

the common concern of both Political parties. We resented very much being

ignored by one political party while being taken for granted by the other.

I,
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PAGE THREE OF LETTER TO PRESIDENT BUSH FROM H.R. SIMS dated March 6, 1991.

We understand that the problems confronting this nation are universal and
urgent and that they require no less than the kind of visionary, tenacious
timely and urgent leadership exhibited by you during The Crisis in The
Middle East.

Most of all Mr. President, the Domestic Marshall Plan not only meets the
standards set in your August speech but it allows you to use the compre-
hensive task force approach which worked so effectively in the Persian
Gulf. It will also permit you to again excite the minority and female
electorate with a positive rather than a negative program without under-
mining the security of White male America. We salute you Mr. President
and await your call to domestic action with deep humility and great
respect! E Pluribus Unum! Novus Ordo Seclorum!

Inclusively and respectively yours,

Haro R. Sims
Consultant/Historian

Enclosures
As stated
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HAROLD R.SIMS
1274 CARLISLE ROAD

NORTH BRUNSWICK,NEW JERSEY

January 15, 1989

The Honorable George Bush
President-Elect-U.S.A.
The White House, 1600 Pennsylvania Ave.
Washington, D.C.20500

Dear Mr. Bush,

Due to circumstances beyond my control, I am unable to person-
ally join in the celebrations honoring your inauguration as the
41st President of these United States of America. Nevertheless,
I wanted to personally extend my best wishes and some thoughts
about my hopes and aspirations for your Presidency.

Ever since our mutual friends, Stan Scott & Bob Maule, shared
with me their personal convictions years ago about your ability
and commitment, I have respected your promise as a healing and
inclusive force for our nation, the world & the Republican Party.
As Connie Newman & Lee Atwater can attest, I tried very hard dur-
ing the recent campaign to persuade your election team to let us
undertake certain steps to personally expose your warmth and sen-
sitivity to the minority electorate which we believed would have
increased your share of the minority vote. These steps were not
based on theory but on the experience I gained as a part of Gov-
ernor Tom Kean's Advisory Team under the leadership of Lenny Cole-
man & his assistant, Jeri Crisman. We proved that sensitive & com-
mitted Republicans can attract minorities w/o alienating whites.

In this regard, I attended the Republican National Convention to
support Governor Kean in his keynote address & meet with several
key minority Republican leaders. While there I attended a moving
luncheon tribute to Mrs Bush & witnessed the elo-quence of your
acceptance speech. I also had the honor, through LaGree Daniels
efforts, of personally meeting & conversing with your brother &
sister. These exposures reenforced my belief that your Presidency
QQQuld tangibly answer Abe Lincoln's challenge in his 2nd Inaugu-
al addrssy for a has-fre, cangandall-inclusive America1
which'affords al o6f usan "unfettered start and a fair chance in
the race of life"*- -

In closing, I do so with the conviction that the enormous problems
confronting our world can only be effectively solved when both ma- ~
jor political parties foster an environment which competitivelyattracts, equitably includes & cooperatively uses & inspires A-mericans of all races & classes to work together for mutual so-
lutions to common problems. As the first and to date only, Viet-
nam Veteran to lead a major Civil Rights Organization, I experience
FLe reatness.of multi-racial teamwork despite the unpunlarity of 7

h1- If~ A~- -

t e war in 1964-65 while Mississippi was Burning" & Alabama was
in fLance. It was ironic to me that while Americans were vio- .
2itl &non-violentl-confronting each other for the rights we
were fighting in Indo-China to achieve, America's finest & fiE
truly intergrated Armed Force was practicing Brotherhood on the
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HAROI2 D R. SIMs
1274 CARLISLE ROAD

NoRTH BRUNswicx,NEW JrERSEY

Battlefield with intrepidity & valor-never losing a single campaign.

Two years later, I sacrificed 104vears of an accelterating and
pioneering Regular Army career .to translate that experience into
the larger battle for our Nation'Is soul--working in the Executive
Office of the White under both President's Johnson & Nixon before
I answered thtot be Whitney Young's Chief Disci-ple-20 years ago
next September. I did this in the memory & legacy of my Father-
an Old Guard, Lincoln-Douglass Republican to the end of his days.
Were he alive today, he would ask you to remind America:

-that true conservatism protects & promotes those values on which
the nation was founded,

-that the Republican Party was born, fashioned & shaped out of the bloody
struggle from within for a unified & inclusive America.

-that the Republican Party eliminated the legal supports to institutional slavery.
& creatal tie caxtituticel & legislative fordaticn upcnm vHidi tie civil rights nocrnEnt is built.

-that tie Rpdlican Party gae birth to Uniersal iblic Eiraticn & tie land Grantfcollege.

-that Rpbllicas gxe the first natieral rergnitim to the African-ATecican fighting mn & crea-
te1 tie fatl Aumy Regits hich have fcxr ershined him in tie arrals of tie Wast & Saith.

-that a publican led Suptre Clurt renlered the dciscn vhich constittirally launched tie
Rocan day civil rights no nt

-that the first Ctxgrsicnl Black Carixs ettracrl thx 23 BlackP Bptblis 4D Vo sved in the
Chgre3ss bebAn 1868 & 1895 & that the crly Black Sentxr since hrWstructin as a REpLlin.

Finally Mr. President-elect, my father would ask you to remind the world that
two of the most brilliant & courageous statesmen in our Nation's history-Abra-
ham Lincoln & Frederick Douglass; one white the other black, one a lawyer the
other a journalist; one a laborer the other a businessman, one born free the
other a slave, yet both born poor, both self-educated, both reared in Border
states & matured in the trials & challenges of Northern Lands yet both ar
the rocks 6n which the foundation of the Republcan Party was laid. Therefore,

yfathr would conclude, the.Republican Party during its earliest beginnings,
represented the ultimate fulfillment of the American Dream. Then he would pray
for your wisdom, health , understanding and courage in the difficult days ahead
& join with you in fulfilling Dr. King's Dream as an extention of the funda-
mental values which gave life & immortality to the Republican Party at its
birth. IN HIS LEGACY MR. PRESIDENTMAYX1 YOU TRIUMPH FOR US ALL SO THAT DR.KINGi's
CHALLENGE TO TAKE THE RACE OUT OF POLITIC' S CAN BE FULLFILLED IN OUR TIME!

Re pectfully yours,

Harold R. Sims
cc. s/1
PS Dtd wxld also remind us that despite rethtic to the contrary, Blacks rwwr d-sErted the PC-
publican Party but tie Party atrdal ten a tradl e wxuld ur-c ou r to rewse.
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Scott Davi, Honorable George Bush
Ja&me Doson.

Eugern H.D~bte President of the United States
LawisFR Dodd

seano9,don asThe White House
wrr Freadw Washington, D. C.
John Footone
Curti Fostr
VW*aunn Dear Mr. President:

Edward Hayw*, Jr.
Rey. EN. HN

r~ On behalf of the Black Republicans Civil Rights Task Force, an
organization dedicated to keep the general public aware of the historical
leadership role of the Republican Party in civil rights, I write to strongly

Dr. H Lv m urge that you support the Civil Rights Bill of 1990, which has been
Fufa tiore passed by the Congress. As your long time supporters, we are aware,

m'a Ph.D. Mr. President, that you personally know more Black Americans than any
"4 An person who has ever occupied the esteemed office of the Presidency, and

Hwai RS* we are therefore hopeful that you will find among them persons whose
Rt. Rev. Johie M. SmithP

wMA HO nenhonor and judgment you can trust with regard to these issues so central
Lefoy Tomb*

C wanoe Townm to our survival in particular and the racial harmony of the Nation in
Mwy WMU~r i ont thwmc

w. Law$rowanao, general. It is disturbing to note at this late date how much weight is
WW A Wh given to the opinions of those who continue to oppose this Civil Rights

1WM@ Bill in view of their personal limited experience as compared withJames Woods
Hetbon Wright persons and organizations whose priority for existence has been to
Cluirm. .eradicate the historic injustice in our society up from slavery that brought

n Sins about a need for the government to provide legal protection for African

qJic11a1 -Cam American citizens.
Bvq= n i Ntwa

n MWe believe Mr. President that those who advise opposition to this
D.ianw" -Bill which essentially restores rights that existed over the past 18 years,

lack the sensitivity to see the destructive implications of such an action
to the thirty to forty percent Black military personnel poised for war in

John L w the Middle East. This clearly is an open invitation for the enemy to
Treauer exploit through propaganda techniques.

JudthM. Jacwen

Mrti J. Homnn
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Honorable George Bush
October 15, 1990
Page Two

Mr. President, you personally, through your constructive sense of
purpose, your appeal to the Thousand Points of Light has earned the approval
of all Americans. Black Americans, for the first time in the history, are giving
you, a Republican, the same approval rating as are other Americans.

As Black Republicans we know that it was a Republican led Supreme
Court which launched the modern day civil rights movement, and a Republican,
President Eisenhower, who enforced its implementation. Therefore, we
welcome your politics of inclusiveness which has gained favor with all
Americans.

To veto this Civil Rights Bill would be a setback for your constructive
leadership in the eyes of many Americans and would be disastrous with Black
Americans.

Black Americans understand that quotas are restrictive and therefore
would be the first to resist any such mandate. The Civil Rights Bill of 1990
holds no restrictive threats but rather is a safeguard against discrimination.
Again, Mr. President we urge you to sign this Bill. To do otherwise would
send the wrong signal to the Nation and the world and particularly to the Third
World.

Respectfully you

Harold R. Sims
Historian

1-bw1
tbw
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASH INGTO N

November 16, 1990

Dear Mr. Sims:

On behalf of President Bush, thank you for your message concerning
the Kenn-edy-Hawkin5 Civil Rights Act of 1990, legislation the
President deeply regrets that he could not sign.

Equality of opportunity is a fundamental value Americans hold dear,
and President Bush believes that every citizen is entitled to fair
treatment -- a fair chance. As the President has said,
"Discrimination, whether on the basis of race, national origin, sex,
religion, or disability is worse than wrong. It is a fundaiental
evil that tears at the fabric of our society, and one that we should
and must oppose."

Kennedy-Hawkins did contain provisions that the President strongly
endorsed. There were, however, fatal flaws in the bill, Despite the
use of the term "civil rights" in its title, that bill actually
employed a maze of highly legalistic language that would have
introduced the destructive force of quotas into our Nation's
employment system. Kennedy-Hawkins contained several other
unacceptable provisions, including some that would have insulated
illegal quota schemes from legal challenge by those individuals they
impact, and others that would have created inappropriate incentives
for costly litigation.

A central goal and, indeed, a promise of the Bush Admxinistration has
been equal opportunity and equal protection under the law. When
legislation, however well-intentioned, has the impact of leading
employers to adopt hiring and promotion quotas, equal opportunity is
not advanced, rather it is thwarted.

President Bush is committed to ensuring that all American workers
will be judged on their skills and their work, not on the color of
their skin or their gender. That very commitment to equality,
fairness, and justice is the reason that he was compelled to veto the
bill approved by the Congress, since any bill that results in quotas
is contrary to those very principles. To demonstrate his commitment
to the stated purposes of Kennedy-Hawkins, the President sent to
Congress a sound civil rights bill, containing all of the main
provisions in Kennedy-Hawkins, but which accomplished its goal of
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lessening employment discrimination without resort to hiring quotas.
Unfortunately, the Congress adjourned without acting on the
President's bill.

In light of your interest, I am enclosing a copy of a statement by
the President, which explains the Administration's bill, the
legislation he vetoed, and his views on both in more detail,

Sincerely,

Shirley M. Green
Special Assistant to the President

for Presidential Messages
and Correspondence

Mr. Harold R. Sims
Historian
National Bank Republican

Civil Rights Task Force
2nd Floor- West Wing
1333 H Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20005

Enclosure: 10/20/90 Statement by the President
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33 13,5 S A Message to
Sute800 the Participants in the March on Washington
AVasrhngton DC 200C5 August 27, 1988
202 3-2 1988

Your presence here today demonstrates that the spirit and

dream of the late Dr. Martin Luther King remains alive.

I support you in your efforts to make the dream become a reality.

It is hard to believe that a quarter of a century has passed

since thousands of Americans assembled at this very site to

proclaim justice and equality and to listen to Dr. King's

memorable "I Have a Dream" speech. His "dream" is alive today.

-- and our task is to keep it alive.

Although we have traveled a long road since the original

march, much remains to be accomplished. We've reduced the

poverty rate significantly since 1963 -- but it's still too high

-- and we can do better.

America has been another name for opportunity: and we

believe it must always be. We have been building a strong record

of economic success - - the longest peacetime economic expansion

we have ever enjoyed. More Americans are working than ever

before. Employment for black teenagers is increasing at twice

the rate of the rest of the population. But the Bush

Administration wants to create more new jobs in the next eight

years -- and more income for Americans. A strong and growing

economy is the key to creating opportunity in America. And a

I ---- lllfi
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strong and growing economy will be the top priority of a Bush

administration.

Opportunity for black America is growing. Unemployment

among blacks has fallen by 7 points in the last 5 years. There

has been an explosive growth in the black middle class. Today, a

third of all black families earn more than $25,000 a year. But

these gains are fragile and there is much left to be done. I am

running because I can do better.

I'd start with education -- because the seeds to opportunity

are sown early in life. I would increase Headstart - an

outstanding program that helps youngsters get that equal place at

the starting line. The program is working, but it is not

reaching enough of our young people, and it must be expanded.

After all, knowledge is power, and our world is evolving rapidly

into a high-tech, information-based workplace that demands a good

education. Today's youth must be trained and prepared to survive

in tomorrow's society. I would improve our schools, by

rewarding excellence and encouraging great teachers. And, I

would make it easier for families to save for college by

establishing College Savings Bonds.

Although a large number of Black Americans have become

homeowners during the past 25 years, we need to continue our

"V
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efforts to help more people experience the pride and dignity of

home ownership, to have a piece of the American dream. Every

American deserves decent, affordable housing.

Martin Luther King knew and believed in the importance of

strong families. He knew that children are our future and

understood that providing education and training, along with

teaching self-responsibility were the first steps to getting the

next generation out of poverty and also to breaking the cycle of

dependency. We must respond to families in need in a generous

way, and bring people who can care for themselves into the

mainstream, not because we want to save money, but because it is

morally right, and because it works. We cannot allow families to

be forever welfare depenant. We musu help welfare families move

from a status of dependence to one of independence of welfare and

into the world of work. We must help parents juggle the demands

of work and family; and that's why I have proposed a

comprehensive child care plan. Furthermore, federal law must

insist that the absent parent fulfill his responsibilities to his

kids and spouse. I am sure this was a part of Dr. King's dream.

Our young people can no longer have their lives snuffed out

because of the drug problem. They should be allowed an

opportunity to rise and prosper on the basis of talent and grit.

Martin Luther King probably did not forsee a future in which the

.............
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lives and minds of this generation of young black Americans would

be destroyed by the greed of urban terrorists. These children

must be saved!

And lastly, civil rights is not just a matter of social

policy, but a fundamental right -- the inherent equality of all

men and women. The evil pains of inequality and bigotry must be

left behind us as we embark upon a new century. We have to

continue to enforce and uphold the existing laws and do more than

protect rights, we must create opportunity. I believe this is

the type of justice Dr. Martin Luther King was seeking.

As we prepare for the year 2000 let's work together and

forge ahead with a new agenda -- one that will address the social

and economic rights of all Americans. Martin Luther King's

"dream" of the future must be continued.

My friends, our society - historically, economically and

politically - is built on inclusion. Everyone should have a

chance to take part in all that is good about this country. We

have to continue to carry out Martin Luther's King's legacy and

"dream" of the future.

Thank you and may God bless and keep each and every one of

you.

George Bush
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Statement by U.S. Rep. Henry J. Hyde

House Committee on the Judiciary - Markup of HR 1

March 19, 1991

Mr. Chairman:

The issues that we debate today are of transcendent

importance because they involve the heart and soul of our

constitution - equal protection of the law.

Before we discuss substance, I should like to comment about

a unilateral effort to structure the vocabulary of debate about

HR 1. The first politically correct notion is to avoid the "Q"

word - quotas. We who believe this is a quota bill, not a civil

rights bill, have been warned that we will be held accountable

for using what one member has called the new snarl word, quotas.

There exists a whole menu of epithets such as racist, sexist,

euro-centrist which can be used as a substitute for debate on the

merits, but at the risk of being called all of the above and

more, I propose in the few minutes that I have, to candidly

analyze HR 1.

In the early and middle years of the civil rights movement,

it sounded a battle cry that all fair-minded citizens - the

overwhelming number of Americans - could respond to - the
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essentially moral argument that race must not be a source of

advantage or disadvantage to anyone. This claim sought to shatter

what Shelby Steele has called "the corrupt union of race and

power" with principles of fairness and equality. Back then color

preference was known as "white supremacy," and we thought we had

delegitimated color preference in 1964. Americans supported, and

still support, the Civil Right Act of 1964 because we recognized

racial power as the enemy and used moral power as the weapon.

The Civil Rights Act was about unifying people - But I fear

that HR 1 in its consequences, if not its intent-ion,- is about

dividing people - Balkanizing our society - and in the end, when

its complexities are understood at the employment offices of

countless businesses and factories, it will not have the support

of the American people, but their resentment and indignation.

Under HR 1, civil rights is no longer about equal

opportunity - it has become a contest of statistics - the notion

of equality has been subsumed into the concept of

proportionality. I would advise all employers to abandon the

outdated claim, An Equal Opportunity Employer, for the more

honest claim, A Statistically Proportional Employer and I would

recommend all help wanted signs revert to the old "Irish need

not apply" signs in 19th Century Boston, and perhaps

advertisements can specify: "Help Wanted, four women, two

African-American males and one Hispanic needed."
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My reading of the Constitution is that the 14th Amendment's

promise is equal protection, not proportional protection of the

law.

I oppose HR 1 because while it enriches contingency fee

lawyers, it impoverishes the'principle of the equality of all

Americans. The practical and predictable consequences of this

bill - notwithstanding its contrary assertions - is to

institutionalize color, ethnic and gender preferences under the

false flag of civil rights. By stacking the deck against

employers they have made this a quota bill, and as Lady Macbeth

once complained, all the perfumes of Arabia will not sweeten it.

This bill will accomplish precisely what the 1964 Civil Rights

bill stood foursquare against - a color conscious society.

Now proponents can point to alleged exculpatory language on

quotas as their argument that quotas are not required nor

encouraged - and they can point to a too clever by half paragraph

that says statistical imbalances in an employer's workforce are

not "alone sufficient" to show disparate impact (Notice that it

is silent about any disparity between the available labor pool

and this workforce). But the reality of this legislation is that

it creates a presumption of guilt based only on crude race or

gender statistical imbalances in the workplace as compared with

the available labor force - and then forces the employer to rebut

.....................
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that presumption under a standard of proof that rules out

excellence as a defense, and is almost impossible to meet.

This bill re-writes 20 years of civil rights law in its

definition of "business necessity" (distorting it from the

definition in the Griggs case - from having a "manifest business

relationship to the job in question" to having a "significant

relationship to the successful performance of the job."

Incidentally, I strongly suggest you review the ethnic, racial,

religious and gender makeup of your office and committee staffs -

and should you be hiring or promoting, consult the raw

statistics - don't bother measuring skills, experience, training

or quality of education, motivation or anything else - forgo the

search for excellence, or you'll be personally sued. That's what

we're imposing on the rest of the country and that's what we're

imposing on ourselves. (And, by the way, what labor force do you

measure against? The District of Columbia? Your home district?)

This bill's presumption of guilt and its high hurdle of

proof will force employers to hire by the numbers, promote by the

numbers - and the imposition of the tort system (you know how

well the tort system works for medical malpractice, for products

liability, don't you?) and the possibility of jury damages of

unlimited amount, both compensatory and punitive - will drive any

sane employer to quotas or bankruptcy - but either way, the

country and the cause of civil rights is set back 30 years.
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Dr. Martin Luther King expressed his dream as living in a

society where people would be judged not by the color of their

skin, but by the content of their character. This bill is a

quantum leap back from his dream, and that's a real pity.
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

February 22, 1991

Dear Jack,

Thank for sharing with me your speech referring to
the "civil rights revolution."

I think you're right on target!

Regards,

John H. Sununu
Chief of Staff

The Honorable Jack Kemp
Secretary of Housing and Urban Development
Washington, D.C. 20410
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Remarks by

Secretary Jack Kemp

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development

before the

California Republican Party State Convention

Saturday, March 10, 1990
Santa Clara, California
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What a thrill it is to stand before the great men and women

from my home State of California. I've been privileged to be

back here many times.

I am proud to serve with this President at this

revolutionary moment in history. I believe Abraham Lincoln's

axiom that we serve our Party best by serving our country first.

In 1990, particularly here, we can serve our country best by

electing Pete Wilson the next Governor of California.

I have learned that the greatest speeches in history are the

shortest speeches. Mr. Lincoln's Gettysburg address was five

minutes long. His second inaugural was three and a half minutes

long. Washington's second inaugural was eight minutes long.

John F. Kennedy's "Ich bin ein Berliner" speech was eleven

minutes. William Henry Harrison was sworn in as President of the

United States in 1841 on a cold March day. He spoke three and a

half hours in 6 above zero weather, caught pneumonia and died.

My speech may not be short enough for greatness; but I'll

keep it brief enough for our mutual health.

A few weeks ago a New York Times editorial said, "If a man

from Mars came to the earth today and said take us to your

leader, we, the New York Times, would have to take him to meet

Gorbachev." I want to say that if a man from Mars had come to

earth in the 1980s we would have taken him to meet Ronald Reagan

and, if he came today in the '90s, we would have to take him to

meet President George Bush. And by the way, if Jerry Brown ever
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comes back to earth, and wants to be taken to California's

leader, we'd have to take him to Sacramento to meet, Governor

Pete Wilson!

I believe we're living in the most exciting time in the

history of this beloved Nation. It's as if its 1776 all over

again, except this time there's one huge difference; today we

have television sets and we can watch Thomas Jefferson speak his

own words, "We hold these truths to be self evident that all men

are created equal, endowed by their creator with certain

inalienable rights that among these rights are life, liberty and

the pursuit of happiness." And what makes this even more

exciting is that you can listen to Jefferson in Chinese, in

Russian, in Polish, in Lithuanian, and you can see and hear it in

the Ukraine and from Bucharest Square and Sofia Square to

Wenceslas Square and downtown Managua Square.

No where in the world are people quoting Marx, Lenin, or Mao

Tse-tung, except maybe in Cuba and North Korea. Today, young

people are quoting Jefferson and Patrick Henry. They're saying

"Give me democracy or give me death." The inalienable rights --

human rights, civil rights, legal rights, and voting rights --

and the boundless opportunities that are ours by virtue of our

birthright, are now increasingly recognized as the birthright of

men and women all over the globe.

Mr. Lincoln founded our Republican Party on an idea -- the

idea that the great promises of the Declaration of Independence

belonged to all people for all time, not just for some men at one
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time in history; the idea that human freedom is an inalienable

God-given right. It was a radical idea in 1776. In Latin, of

course, "radical" means going back to the roots. Our Republican

Party must be radical in our commitment to the idea that all

people have talent, potential, and possibility. We must

guarantee that every child of God has the equality of opportunity

to be what he or she was meant to be.

Mr. Lincoln said before his first inaugural, "I would rather

be assassinated on this spot than give up my beliefs in the

Declaration of Independence." That passion, that belief, was our

Party's moral foundation -- and at the same time a very practical

idea for human progress. Indeed, it made our Party the majority

Party.

Up until the 1980s, there had been three great political

realignments in our Nation's history.

The first began when Mr. Jefferson's party, the Democratic-

Republican Party, defeated the Federalists in 1800. By the way,

I like that phrase, "democratic republican," small "d" of course.

It means a fundamental belief in people, a belief in markets, a

belief in human potential. Our Party must be the party that

believes in possibilities, not limits; in people, not elites; in

democracy, not bureaucracy.

The second great political realignment was Mr. Lincoln's

realignment -- the founding of the Republican Party out of the

old Whig Party. Do you know why the Whig Party died? It stood

for nothing. It couldn't decide whether it was for slaver or
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against slavery. It collapsed. It had no heart, no soul, no

moral compass. It stood for nothing - no guiding moral or

political principles.

Mr. Lincoln founded our Republican Party on the profound

ideas of freedom and emancipation; and within four years our

Party became the majority party. I am convinced that the reason

he was so successful and the reason that so many listened to him,

was that they knew he believed, people knew he cared. You see

"people don't care how much you know until they know that you

care."

The third great political realignment took place when Mr.

Roosevelt led the Democratic Party to majority status in 1932.

And today, I believe we are living in the midst of the

fourth great political realignment in America's history. It

began in 1980 when Ronald Reagan was elected president, and is

based on the idea of peace through strength, restoring economic

growth, and entrepreneurial opportunity to our Nation. While

Ronald Reagan may not have been Time's Man of the Decade, his

accomplishments make Man of the Century!

Today, President George Bush is deepening that realignment,

extending it and expanding it. And ladies and gentlemen, we must

advance this economic growth and opportunity into every single

pocket of poverty and despair in the United States of America,

and indeed the whole world.

As the Berlin wall comes down President Bush, has suggested

that other walls need to come down, too, -- the walls of
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prejudice and the walls of poverty and despair and dependency

that keep many poor people from realizing their dreams and

aspirations.

And how can we tell the world that democracy is the

preferable political, economic and social development tool for

them if we can't make it work right here at home, in our own

communities, in the urban and rural pockets of poverty, where the

incentives are the reverse of everything that needs to be done to

create productive human behavior and wealth

As in all great revolutionary times as Dickens writes, it

can be both the best of times and the worst of times. Today,

it's the best of times in terms of the great national recovery of

both our spirit and our economy.

But there's so much more to be done. As de Tocqueville

taught us, the greatness of America is not only in her fertile

fields and boundless prairies, in her ample harbors and great

rivers -- it can't be measured by GNP. The ultimate strength and

genius of America is people -- their talents, their ideas, their

hopes, their ambitions, and most importantly their goodness.

Some call the 80s the decade of greed. I say it's been a

decade of renewal and opportunity. But not for everybody.

That's what I want to speak about for just a moment. Because

candidly, it's the worst of times for people who are without

homes; the worst of times for people who can't afford to buy

their first home; the worst of times for people without jobs who

are living in despair. It's the worst of times for some in

I
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California, where only 10 percent of the people can afford a

medium-priced home.

What can we, as a Party, do about these problems? The first

thing we can do about it is realize that problems, after all, are

opportunities, and that we can do something positive to combat

poverty, despair, and hopelessness. Secondly, our Party must

return to our roots -- dug deep by Abraham Lincoln and Thomas

Jefferson -- and wage an all-out war on poverty using the tools

of democracy, private property, and free-enterprise. And this

time we have to win the war on poverty. We can't afford to lose.

It helps to know what went wrong and why.

We have learned all too well how to create poverty. First,

create a very steeply graduated income tax system, and then rely

on inflation to push all working men and women up into higher tax

brackets.

Then, if you want to create more poverty, reward welfare and

unemployment more than you reward working and being productive.

If you want to create even more poverty, reward the families

that break up more than you reward the families that stay

together.

If you want to create still more poverty, reward people that

stay in public housing and on welfare rather than those who move

through welfare, out of public housing, and up the ladder of

economic opportunity. Believe or not, when I came to HUD, I

found that families who had stayed the longest in public housing

were getting awards from the agency. Well, we've cancelled those
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awards!

Allowing rewards for illicit capitalism out on the street to

be greater than the rewards for the entrepreneur who creates

wealth and jobs legally will create more poverty.

And lastly, if you really want to expand poverty, weaken

the link between effort and reward.

So what must we do? First of all realize that our Party has

been given a second chance by history.

There was a great civil rights revolution in this

country in the Fifties and Sixties. It was led by a woman named

Rosa Parks on Cleveland Avenue in downtown Montgomery, Alabama in

December of 1955. It started a flame that has grown and has

inspired people all over this country. It was sparked by Doctor

King, who said he dreamed that one day we would judge all

children not by the color of their skin but by the content of

their character. We weren't there for the first civil right

movement, but we're here now.

So I want to outline the second great civil rights

revolution in America. This one is about economic opportunit
for all - the dream of owning a home, owning a piece of propert

having a chance to get a good education in n aidu -fre

neighborhood and community, being able to own a stake in the

system. It means each of us having the opportunity to be what

God meant us to be.

There are positive and progressive ways to combat poverty.

We know intuitively and historically that jobs, home ownership,

I, I
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housing, education, and freedom of enterprise work. To help

eliminate poverty and despair, President Bush has launched a

program called HOPE. HOPE stands for Homeownership and

Opportunity for People Everywhere. I believe it's the most

incentive-oriented, populist, private enterprise approach to

fighting poverty ever offered.

The President has rightly called for a lower capital gains

tax, not to help the rich, but to help the poor who want to

become rich or at least richer. Not to help the people who've

established existing wealth, but to help those who want to create

new wealth.

And then he proposes to eliminate capital gains tax in the

pockets of poverty so that men and women with entrepreneurial

skills and ideas can create jobs and new wealth. He believes

everyone can contribute to the wealth of our cities and to the

great wealth of our country. In short, President Bush wants to

greenline the inner cities of America. Greenlining our inner

cities will allow venture capital to flow into minority

businesses. Frankly, there are not enough minority business men

and women in America -- less than 500,000 black-owned businesses

in America and not enough hispanic-owned businesses in America.

There are 14.1 million small businesses in America, and we want

minority businessmen and women to have the same opportunity to

realize their dreams that other Americans in the free-enterprise

system have.

We must concern ourselves, in this new war on poverty, with
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the mother on welfare struggling to make it, who faces the

highest marginal income tax in the United States of America,

higher, incidentally, than any man or woman in this room.

Because when she takes a job at McDonald's or McDonnell Douglas

in Southern California, the government both takes away welfare

and taxes her income. We should work to eliminate the tax on the

first several rungs of the ladder, so that the reward for working

is much greater than the reward for not working or being on

welfare.

Basically, the Democratic Party sees itself as an agent of

redistributing America's wealth. They believe that the only way

you can help some is to take it away from others -- that life, or

at least the economy, is a giant zero sum game. But ladies and

gentlemen, that's not the America Dream. We can't allow an

America in which only the fittest survive. Republicans must

bring more chairs to the table, and build a bigger table.

The centerpiece of the President's HOPE package is to help

not only restore low income housing opportunities in America, but

also give more people the chance to own their own home. We must

take public housing in America and give residents the opportunity

to homestead, to manage, and to control their own destinies.

It's a radical idea, but has deep roots in our Party's history.

Mr. Lincoln suggested that we carve out of the wilderness

opportunities for people to own a piece of land, to own their

property, to own a home, no matter how humble. He said, "every

man should have the means and opportunity of benefitting his
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condition ... I am in favor of cutting up the wild lands into

parcels so that every poor man may have a home." We must now

homestead in urban America by giving public housing residents a

chance to own their own homes a get a stake our democratic

system.

Some have said the only thing to do in public housing is

blow it up. But President Bush and I want to build, not tear

down. We want children raised in an America that exalts their

boundless potential instead of imposing limits. We want people

treated as resources, not as a drain on resources. We want

children in the inner city to have the same opportunity to

realize their dreams as children in the suburbs.

I've been in inner cities ghettoes and barrios of America,

and I've see the talent that is there waiting to be tapped. I've

seen what happens in public housing communities when human

potential is liberated. I've visited Alicia Rodriguez at Estrada

Court in East L.A., and Kimi Gray at Kenilworth-Parkside in

Washington, D.C. I've talked to Loretta Hall and Bertha Gilkey

in St. Louis, with Irene Johnson in Chicago.

And what a thrill it was to be at Garfield High School in

East L.A. yesterday and Jaime Escalante. He cares! Boy does he

care! There's a huge sign on the wall of his classroom that says

"ganas" -- that's Spanish for desire. Escalante teaches that any

student with desire, ambition, aim, i.e. "ganas," can succeed.

This is the possibility and potential that our Party must

celebrate, encourage, and hold out to all Americans, in contrast
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to the welfare dependency and despair that liberals offer. We

must not treat poverty as a perpetual condition. It is an

opportunity to defeat and overcome.

Our Party wants to get the private sector back into the

housing market by incentivizing the tax code. The low income

housing tax credit needs to be extended and expanded.

Our Party wants first-time homebuyers to be able to use

their IRA's as down payments on their homes. The President has

asked Congress to allow families to use IRAs without penalty to

purchase that first home.

Our Party wants to eliminate the local and federal barriers

to affordable housing, whether they are exclusive zoning,

development fees, no-growth policies or rent control. Our Party

must be the Party that creates housing opportunity zones to

remove those barriers and help make housing and homeownership

more affordable for every single man and woman in this country.

The Federal Housing Administration is now back in the

business of helping low and moderate income people have a chance

to own a home. It is helping the first-time home buyers, not

building or insuring swimming pools, golf courses, and vacation

sites.

Our friends on the left in Congress want day care credit

only for those who go out to work, but with all due respect, day

care credit and an earned income tax credit should go to all

families, to all women -- those who work and those who stay at

home and take care of their children. We need a pro-family child
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care system in America.

Finally, schools and public housing need to be drug-free.

Many influential business men and women have told elementary

school students, "If you study, stay in school and get good

grades, you can go to college." I believe this country is

affluent enough for the public and the private sectors to

guarantee a college education to every boy and girl in America

who stays in school and gets the grades no matter how low their

income level. I know America can do it, and we Republicans must

advance equal opportunity of higher education.

All of these proposals are based on a radical idea: our goal

of strengthening the link between effort and reward, especially

for those in need. The Democratic Party measures compassion in

America by how many people need welfare and food stamps and

government assistance. Let our Party measure the welfare and the

compassion of America by how few people need it because they have

moved from public assistance to economic independence.

As President Bush has said, "while we can have our

disagreements, the unity of our Party does not require

unanimity." We don't have to look alike or say it all the same

way; but we must have a common purpose, a common foundation, a

common goal of recapturing the American Dream for all people

everywhere. Mr. Lincoln laid that foundation. He taught us that

we can only be the majority party if we act on behalf of the

hopes and dreams and aspirations of every single person.

I believe the greatest target of opportunity for our Party
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today is in the inner cities of America among those who might

never have voted GOP, but because of President Bush's leadership

are looking to us as never before. We must go into pockets of

poverty and help unleash that untapped human potential -- that

caged eagle of human talent that is just ready to soar. Let us

be the party that recognizes the wisdom of the Talmudic

philosopher Maimonides, who said that "the noblest charity is to

prevent someone from having to take charity."

In ancient Jerusalem there was a Housing Secretary by the

name of Nehemiah. He rebuilt the city of Jerusalem, he did not

turn his back on it. Our Party today should be builders like

Nehemiah. We must rebuild our cities, rebuild families, build

better education, build housing and opportunity for those in

need. We can rebuild America, but this time with democracy and

free-enterprise, not central planning and dependency.

Yes, we will have our critics just as Nehemiah had Sanballat

and Tobiah and Geshem who ridiculed him; but he never gave up, he

never left the wall, he never quit.

We have such a man in Pete Wilson. We have such a man in

President George Bush. And I believe we're building that city on

a hill that John Winthrop and, yes, President Reagan talked

about. Never has it been more important to this country to

fulfill its promise, because the whole world today is looking to

us for that type of leadership.

The greatest leadership the world has ever known, is to lead

by example -- to do the right thing for the right reason at the
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right time in history. That's why the emerging leaders today

like Vaclav Havel, Lech Walesa, President Lansbergis, Andre

Sakharov, Natan Sharansky, Violetto Chamarro, and the students in

Tiananmen Square, are not just quoting America's founding fathers

-- they're looking to us for the model on democratic capitalism

and freedom.

Right here in California we have a chance to carry on the

great legacy of President Ronald Reagan and a great California

governor, George Deukmejian. Pete, we wish you Godspeed; you've

got a great team and a great cause. I can't think of a better

way to help America, and show the world the right way, than to

recapture that dream right here in the State of California under

your leadership. God bless you. Thank you very, very much.
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MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT .--,

FROM: C. BOYDEN GRAY i
SUBJECT: Civil Rights

Your speech introducing your civil rights and economic opportunities
program has been recognized as an eloquent statement of principles
(see attached Wall Street Journal story). Unfortunately, the speech
happened to be scheduled for the day the war ended. Nonetheless,
intellectual progress is being made as opinion leaders gradually
begin to catch up with the public. The attached William Raspberry
column is important because of who he is. The attached Washington
Post/ABC poll, and the attached story about the civil rights groups'
private study of American attitudes, suggest that you have already
generated strong support beyond the Beltway.

Every indication is that we are in a stronger position on the Hill
than we were last year. Kennedy is having trouble finding co-
sponsors, for example, and hasn't even introduced a bill. As your
views on this issue become clearer and more persuasive, we may well
see increasing attacks from our opponents. If this happens, it will
reflect their weakness more than their strength.

I believe that education reform should continue to be the flagship
of your equal opportunity package. This is consistent with your
goals as the Education President, and it makes sense as policy: im-
provements in education promise to have the most direct and lasting
effects on the problems that the Democrat civil rights bill pretends
to address, namely, full and equal participation in the job market.

For example, every increment of additional schooling translates
directly into better employment prospects for blacks and whites.
What's more, as education levels go up, the absolute differences
between black and white unemployment rates narrow; for college
graduates, black and white unemployment rates are almost identical.

The chance to make real progress is therefore enormous. Fewer than
one-fourth of the students who enter the D.C. public schools ever
graduate from the 12th grade. Bill Coleman told me this is why he
wants a civil rights bill that forbids employers to require high
school diplomas. Catholic schools, however, do much better with all
children, including minorities. One study, for example, showed that
black seniors at Catholic high schools were three times more likely
to graduate from college than black seniors at public schools.
Colin Powell therefore seems to have a more positive approach than
Bill Coleman when he tells every kid who writes to him, "Stay in
school" (see attached excerpt from U.S. News & World Report).

All of this is well-known as a matte- of education policy, of
course. The important thing is to make it clear that the best
educational policy is the best civil rights policy as well.



THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

DATE: 03/26/91

NOTEFOR: BOYDEN GRAY

The President has reviewed the attached, and it is
forwarded to you for your:

Information KIX

Action

Thank you. PHILLIP D. BRADY
Assistant to the President
and Staff Secretary
(x2702)

cc: Ede Holiday (ACTION) --
for forwarding to Lamar Alexander



A very popular President Now Faces
Plenty of Troublesome Domestic Issues

By ALAN MLRRAY and DAVID WESSEL
Staff Reporters of TilEWA I. STREF-r JOURNAL

WASHINGTON - Welcome home, Mr.
President.

The successful conclusion of the Persian
Gulf war means President Bush can now
turn his attention to problems at home-
problems that critics from both ends of the
political spectrum say he has ignored for
too long.

"We can congratulate ourselves on a
brilliant war abroad," says Stuart Eizen-
stat. domestic policy adviser in the Carter
administration. "It's now time to win the
battle at home."

Adds Stuart Butler, who heads up do-
mestic policy for the conservative think
tank Heritage Foundation, "So far, the
president has showed his attention and in-
terest on the domestic side is clearly lower
than on the international side. But who
knows? Maybe he has found himself in the
last few months."

With public opinion soaring behind him,
Mr. Bush will have a chance to use his
popularity to push a domestic agenda on
issues from civil rights to bank reform.

Whether he will do so, however, re-
mains in doubt. "There's never been a bet-
ter opportunity to be aggressive as far as
his own legislative agenda," Republican
pollster Richard Reed of Market Opinion
Research says confidently. But pressed to
define Mr. Bush's top three domestic prior-
ities, Mr. Reed acknowledges, "I'm not
sure it has crystalized yet as far as the
White House is concerned."

Among the issues waiting to be ad-
dressed:

.THE ECONOMY
The Bush administration has disavowed

any effort to fashion anti-recession poli-
cies, arguing that the recession will end
before such efforts could take effect. That
bet may prove correct; already, there are
tentative signs the slump may be bottom-
ing out.

Even if it is, the longer-term health of
the economy remains a serious concern.
U.S. wages continue to be stagnant, U.S.
companies continue to lose market share
to foreign rivals, and some economists ar-
gue that any recovery may be a sluggish
one. President Bush hasn't provided a
clear recipe for economic growth So far,
his main economic policy prescription-a
cut in the capital-gains tax-has been sty-
mied.

At the same time, the president must
defend last year's hard-fought deficit-re-
duction law as congressmen from both par-
ties seek to evade its constraints-and ad-
vocates for everything from shelters for
the homeless to federal aid for airlines ask
why Mr. Bush can tackle foreign emergen-
cies but won't see domestic problems as
emergencies. One tough test for the White
House will be handling popular but costly
bills to Improve veterans benefits.

HEALTH CARE
Budget Director Richard Darman has

pinpointed health care as one of the na-
tion's most pressing problems. Health-care
costs have soared from 6-c of the nation's
output - years avo to 12- today and are

growing at double-digit rates. Yet more
than 30 million people lack health insur-
ance.

Many businesses, pounded by these
costs, are pushing for reform. Although
many members of Congress seem eager to
address the issue this year, President Bush
and his administration have shown little in-
clination to tackle the issue now.

"He's got to take the initiative, rather
than let Ted Kennedy run with the ball,"
says Mr. Butler.

BANKING
Mr. Bush's Treasury Department has

proposed the most sweeping restructuring
of the banking system in half a century,
and portions of the plan have been ap-
plauded by bank analysts. But the proposal
will face rough sledding in Congress, and
President Bush's personal involvement
may be needed to ensure its success.

"If he really wants this, he may have to
twist a lot of arms," says Robert Litan of
the Brookings Institution. The administra-
tion also faces the lingering-and politi-
cally charged-problem of financing the
savings and loan cleanup at the same time
as it needs to shore up the fund that in-
sures banks deposits.

CHOICE & OPPORTUNITY
The Bush administration has said it

plans to make "choice" and "opportunity"
the bywords of its domestic agenda, and
has proposed measures to encourage home
ownership among the poor and allow par-
ents more choice among schools. But even
advocates concede Mr. Bush hasn't yet
made a persuasive public case for the
measures.

The president's most eloquent speech
on the subject was made on Wednesday-
the same day the war ended-ensuring
that it got almost no public attention. "The
issuance of the domestic agenda the very
day he's announcing the end of the war is
another indication of a kind of blind spot
this administration has for domestic lead-
ership," claims Mr. Eizenstat.

Democrats are pressing their civil
rights bill again, the same one that Mr.
Bush vetoed last year. The White House
has yet to find a successful way to advance
its counter-proposal without appearing in-
sensitive to minorities.
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William Raspberry

Why Civil Rights
Isn't Selling
Too many people just don't
believe in this bill.

The American civil rights leadership reminds me of
the American automobile industry: hoping for a return to
the days when its products had worldwide appeal, playing
with nameplates and psychological gambits, willing to do
almost anything to restore consumer interest. Anything,
that is, except the one thing that might work: a better
line of products.

The Civil Rights Act of 1991, whose passage the civil
rights establishment has declared as its No. 1 goal for
the year, illustrates the point.

It is a slightly reworked (not to say improved) version
of last year's model, vetoed by President Bush, who
insisted it was a "quota bill." This year's effort to enact
it-over another veto if necessary-has begun with a
change of the nameplate. It is no longer a bill for blacks,
designed to restore civil rights law to what it was before
a series of Supreme Court decisions made it harder to
sue for discrimination. It is now a bill for the disabled, for
working people and, oh yes, of course, for women.

It is all those things, in fact. But the point is that
instead of trying to show that the legislation is important
to interestf-Americans care about, or working to make it
more acceptable to business leaders who really do fear it
could lead to racial quotas, the civil rights establishment
is trying to sell the bill by changing the ad copy.

The tactic would be questionable enough if the bill
were perfect. It isn't. And if the Leadership Conference
on Civil Rights will forgive me, in the context of the
problems confronting black America, it may not be all
that important.

Yes, that 1989 series of court decisions made it harder
for minorities to win class-action discrimination suits and
called set-aside contracting programs into question. And
yes, it would be helpful to go back to where we were

BY T. GIBSON

before those decisions-not to quotas but to fairer
access to opportunity. The Civil Rights Act of 1991
ought to be enacted.

But are the rules governing "disparate impact" suits
and minority set-asides of such overriding importance
that they should constitute the No. 1 priority of our
leaders? I don't think so. The problems most critically
affecting black America are the joblessness and despair
of our young people, the academic indifference of our
children, the dissolution of our families, the destruction
(by crime and drug trafficking) of our neighborhoods, the
economic marginality of our people. And the Civil Rights
Act of '91 won't do a blessed thing about these problems.

Worse, it threatens to divide America along racial
lines, when-in my view, at least-white America
stands ready to support racial programs and policies it
believes to be fair.

An unpublicized survey commissioned by the Leader-
ship Conference on Civil Rights, a coalition of civil rights,
labor, women's and disabled organizations, makes the
point. White Americans, that survey revealed, see the
black leadership as no longer concerned with fairness but
only with group advantage. These whites-including
such key swing-vote groups as blue-collar workers,
lower-income youthful voters and the economically inse-
cure-do not see themselves as racists, or as opponents
of equal opportunity and fundamental fairness. What they
oppose are efforts to provide preferential benefits for
minorities, which they see as the main commodity of the
civil rights leadership.

They aren't buying. How could we expect them to buy
a product we have spent 400 years trying to have
recalled: race-based advantage enshrined in the law?

The black consensus is that white resistance to the
agenda of the civil rights leadership is nothing more than
latter-day racism, a new mean-spiritedness that is 180
degrees away from the attitudes that helped to produce
earlier civil rights legislation. My own view is not that
white people have changed but that black people's goals
have been transformed. We still say we want to be
judged by the "content of our character," but our agenda
is based on the color of our skin.

Well, suppose we came up with another product line
based on the ideals we hold in common: equal opportuni-
ty, equitably enforced; programs designed to heal the
crippling effects of past discrimination; hiring and promo-
tion and college placement based on individual achieve-
ment and potential, sensitively evaluated; policies to
enhance the academic and career prospects of young
people who have had too little opportunity.

Suppose we ended production of the old model, which,
designed to appeal to white guilt, no longer is selling and
replaced it with a new model whose chief marketing
points would be its orientation toward solutions (as
opposed to blame-assignment) and its unambiguous fair-
ness.

I, for one, think it would sell. I think it would do more
for those most in need of society's help. And I think that
America would be a better place because of it.

1
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WASH .POST: 03-06-91

Q. Now I want to ask you about a few issues facing the coury.
m tell me whether you think the country is making enough

progress or is not making enough progress an each one.
(Fiures show only the perceag who thunk the country is n"t making enoh plgagI

Mar. 4
Federal budget deficit 81%
Poverty 81
Crime 79
Illegal drugs 75
Health care 73
State of the country's economy 71
Public schools and education 70
Environment 61
Race relations 46
Respect for the United States abroad 26

9. Do you think the Congress is a Ie you t Bush is
todealwiththebigIissues to deal wfthb ig issues

facing this country, or rot? facing this countryor not
Mac 4, '91 OcL7,'90 MU.4

No 37 42 -- -s S
Don't know 3 4 Dant know I

Q1Do you think you ha V W od ie,)ast-son* or not much
of an idea of where Bush plans to lead the nation I the next two
years?

Mar. 4, '91
Good idea 22%
Just some idea 37
Not much of an idea 40
Don't know I

Feb. 4, '90
21%
44
34

1

Apr. 3, '89
19%
31
48
2

Jan. 16, '89
22%
30
45
3

Qa Has the war with Iraq made you more confident in the ablty of
Bush to handle the country's other big problems, less codident, or
hasn't it made much of a difference?

Mar. 4
More confident 70%
Less confident 5
Not made much difference 24
Don't know 1

Qm When you think of the kinds of things you would IM to m
done in Washington, which of the following is closest to yaw view:
A) President Bush will do the things that are needed butComgres
won't; or 4 - .
8) Congress wil do the things that are neied a
won't?

Mar.
Bush will do what is needed but Congress won't 60%
Congress will do what is needed but Bush wont 28
Neither of those things 5
Both of those things . 5
Don't know 2

Note Figures do not add to 100% in the first question because t20e11d1!' bse ago
shown. March 4 figures are based on a nationwide Washington C ow ephwone of
1,215 randomly selected adults conducted March 1-4. All other polls are Washngton Pe.*
News polls with samples ranging from 758 to 1,518. Magnof samplingeroris plusoruhmo3
percentage points for the March 4 poll, and plus or minus 3 to 5 percentage points for the aw
polls Sampling error is, however, only one of many potential sources ot error in these or other
public opinion polls. Interviewing was conducted by international Communications Ressaich at
Media, Pa , and Chilton Research of Radnor, Pa.

BY MICHAEL DREW-THE Wag1gaN POT
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Rights Drive Said to Lose Underpinnings
Focus Groups Indicate Middle Class Sees Movement as Too Narrow

By Thomas B. Edsall
Washington Post Staff Writer

Key civil rights leaders are strug-
gling to develop strategies to
counter findings of a private voter
study they commissioned that shows
the civil rights movement has lost
the moral high ground with key seg-
ments of the white electorate.

The study, according to one of its
authors, Celinda Lake, found that
"the civil rights organizations and
proponents of civil rights were no
longer seen as . .. addressing gen-
eralized discrimination, valuing
work and being for opportunity.
The proponents weren't seen as
speaking from those values."

The study, commissioned by the
Leadership Conference on Civil
Rights, a coalition of labor, civil
rights, women's and liberal organ-
izations, found strong support for
such basic principles as equal op-
portunity, promotion for merit and
hard work, and for fairness in the
workplace. But the study also found
that many white voters believe civil
rights advocates are pressing for
special, preferential benefits in-
stead of such goals as equal oppor-
tunity.

The conference, which declined to
release the written reports or the
poll data, is seeking to develop a
strategy to win approval of the Civil
Rights Act of 1991. The organization

'is particularly concerned because
racial issues contributed to President
Bush's victory in 1988, and the issue
of "quotas" helped produce Repub-
lican victories in the 1990 California
gubernatorial contest and the North
Carolina Senate race.

Bush vetoed last year's civil
rights bill because he said it would
result in quotas, and congressional
Democrats were unable to overturn
it. The administration is ready to
-make a similar argument this year,
and Democrats are looking for a
way to defuse what has become a
politically persuasive issue.

Ralph Neas, executive director of
the conference, said, "We want to
particularly stress that the bill is an
inclusive bill, that it is a bill for ra-
cial minorities, it is a bill for wo-
men, it is a bill for persons with dis-
abilities, it is a bill for all working
Americans."

This strategy, according to the
study, faces some hurdles. There is
a strong receptivity to Bush's ar-
gument that the civil rights legis-
lation will result in quotas.

"Voters believe that business will
implement this bill as quotas," Lake
said. "Whenever legislation or pol-
icy distinguishes among groups
[blacks, white, Hispanics, men, wo-
men], business, just to get it done,
will implement quotas." These find-
ings are especially damaging to ef-
forts to counter the Bush adminis-
tration's portrayal of pending civil
rights legislation as promoting quo-
tas. "There is no resistance to the
Bush notion about quotas," one
source said.

Another damaging finding of the
study was that advocates of civil
rights "have lost the advantage,"
Lake said. "It's a tremendous loss in
terms of moving an agenda forward."
She based her comments on the stu-
dy for the leadership conference and
on work her firm, Greenberg-Lake,
has done in the past decade.

Lake said the problem facing civil
rights proponents is that such ad-
vocacy is now seen as pressing the
"narrow" concerns of "particular-
ized" groups, rather than promoting
a broad, inclusive policy of opposing
all forms of discrimination.

The study found that many white
voters believe there is pervasive
reverse discrimination in the work-
place and that civil rights leaders
are more interested in special pref-
erences than in equal opportunity,
according to persons involved in the
research.

The study, which included a na-
tional poll and focus groups held in
white working-class and southern
communities, did not find intensi-
fied racism or opposition to funda-
mental principles of equality. In-
stead, it showed strong support for
basic egalitarian principles, includ-
ing equality of opportunity and the
obligation of employers to give ev-
eryone a fair chance.

In addition, the study found
strong opposition to discriminatory
practices based on race, gender,
age or disability, according to Lake
and Geoff Garin of Garin-Hart Stra-
tegic Research, another Democrat-
ic polling firm.

Garin would not make as strong a
judgment of the difficulties facing
the civil rights movement, but, he
said, "at some point the civil rights
community needs to restate its
claim to the idea of a level playing
field, and that means in part being
more forthcoming in saying that
reverse discrimination is unaccep-
table."

Neas contended that the most
troublesome conclusions voiced by
Lake were not based on the poll
data, but on the focus groups, for
which voters averse to civil rights
had been purposefully selected, and
on the basis of other work by the
Greenberg-Lake firm, which has
specialized in studying working and
lower-middle-class white voters the
past decade.

Lake said the critical views of the
civil rights movement are held most
strongly by key swing votes in the
electorate-"blue- collar voters,
economically marginal younger vot-
ers, ticket-splitting, swing white
Southern voters"-who in any elec-
tion are critical to the strategies of
both parties to "add up enough vot-
ers to get to 51 percent."

"It is a broad-based problem," she
added, with similar, if less intense,
views held by many other white
voters.

Among some of the other find-
ings from the voter study, accord-
ing to on-the-record interviews and
background information provided
by those familiar with it:
* Many white voters see the work
force as a hierarchy, in which many
hiring and promotion decisions are
based as much, if not more, on race
and gender as on merit and per-
formance.

Civil rights laws are seen by a
substantial number of voters as cre-
ating unfair advantages, setting up
"rank orders of privilege in the la-
bor market," one source said.
m Public support of egalitarian prin-
ciple is closely tied to a strong be-
lief that a primary responsibility of
elected officials is to support the
mainstream goals and values of the
middle class.

Voters want politicians who rep-
resent them to "address the middle
class, those who work hard and pay
all the taxes," Lake said.

TuE WASHINGTON POST- A6 SATURDAY. MARCH 9.1991 ...A



tefs. 1989. and Desert Storm boss. 1990.

er relatives always lived with them. giv-
ing the children a strong sense of secu-
rity and discipline. "We were never
alone: we were always closely super-
vised." remembers Marilvn. Neighbors
looked out for each other's children.
and "when %ou walked down the street.
you had all these eves watching you..
When he was about 8 \ears old. Colin
played hooky from school one day but
estimated the time wrong and came
home too early. A family friend was car-
in,, for the children that day. and she
nabbed the young truant cold. "It was a
big deal." says his older sister. "Colin
was taken to school by the hand tor

quite a while after that and deposited at
the room door."

Powell moves easily through the
white world today because he has al-
ways lived in it. In the '50s, the South
Bronx was no ghetto. His school friends
were mainly Jews and Poles and Ital-
ians, and he worked after school at
Sickser's, a store selling baby furniture
to a largely Jewish clientele. The Jamai-
can culture, too, was an ethnic and ra-
cial tapestry, and his mother's maiden
name, McKoy, reflects at least one
Scotch-Irish ancestor. An immigrant's
son like Powell, argues Watson, his
cousin, is not as burdened as other Afri-
can-Americans by the OM
legacy of slavery and
racism. He has no sense
of himself as a victim or
a belief "that somebody
owes him something."

Even as a youngster,
Powell could project an
impressive air of au-
thority. Marilyn Berns
remembers her wed-
ding day, when Colin
was 16, and the wed-
ding party was stopped
for speeding. As the
cop approached the
car, the brother of the
bride rolled down the 7 and counting
window. snapped off a Maud, and sisti
salute, and said: "Wed-
ding party, sir." The policeman let the
car go.

At New York's City College, Powell
chalked up straight C's but discovered
an enduring passion for education. In a
recent article for the American School
Board Journal. the general wrote that
CCNY represented "an unwritten but
intuitively understood three-way bar-
gain" - that the kids would work hard,
the parents would support them and
the schools would teach them. Today,
Powell writes. preserving that bargain
"is the single most important building
block of our future," and even now,
when he gets 300 letters a day, he tries
to answer the ones from children him-
self. On the bottom he always writes:
"Stay in school."

The young college student discovered
another passion at CCNY-the Re-
serve Officers Training Corps. Looking
back. Marilyn Berns is not surprised at
her brother's choice of a career: "I
think the structure had something to do
with it. We came from a very structured
home. and it gives you guidelines. You
know where you're going."

The Army sent Powell many places.
and each one helped shape and expand
his view of the world. At Fort Benning,

tween military and po-
litical jobs, often as an aide to one of his
mentors, rising rapidly through the
ranks, making the right contacts. learn-
ing the right bureaucratic skills. He
served as national-security adviser dur-
ing Reagan's last year in office. and in
October 1989 President Bush named
him to head the Joint Chiefs.

Extraordinary place. Still, his friends
describe Colin Powell as down-to-earth.
sometimes playing Carly Simon videos
in his Pentagon office while the rest of
the world was glued to CNN. He hates
sports-one friend tried to teach him
tennis and gave up. "I'm sure." says one
friend, "that he pinches himself periodi-
cally, amazed at where he's gotten."

But this modest man has risen to an
extraordinary place. He is the first black
in the nation's history to sit at the table
when the gravest decisions of war and
peace are made. He has become a fu-
sion of two noble national goals. racial
progress and military power. The ques-
tion is whether the call of duty - and
the nation's adulation-will eventually
pull him, as it did Dwight Eisenhower.
into a run for the White House. I

BY STEVEN V. ROBERTS
WITH BRUCE B. AUSTER AND GAR COHEN
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THE OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20301-4000

ANAGEMENT8APR1
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Ed Foglia
President
California Teachers Association
1705 Murchison Drive
Burlingame, California 94011-0921

Dear Mr. Foglia:

Thank you for your letter of March 15 to President Bush concern-
ing the exclusion of homosexuals from the Military Services. I have
been asked to reply.

It has long been Department of Defense (DoD) policy that homosex-
uality is incompatible with military service. There are numerous
reasons for this policy, including the necessity to maintain good
order, morale and discipline; foster mutual trust and confidence
among Service members; recruit and retain members of the Military
Services; and maintain the public acceptability of military service.

Federal courts have upheld the military's homosexual exclusion
policy and accepted its rational relationship to legitimate military
purposes. In fact, since the current DoD policy on homosexuality
became effective in 1982, every court that has ruled finally on the
issue has held that the homosexual exclusion policy is constitu-
tional. We do not plan to reassess the Department's policy on
homosexuality.

Military personnel discharged due to homosexuality are currently
eligible for benefits administered by the Department of Veterans
Affairs. These benefits are based upon the character of their
discharge.

Sincerely,

es R. Schwenk
Lieutenant Colonel, USMC

Deputy Director, Legal Policy
Requirements & Resources

FORCE MP
AND PE
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California March 15, 1991

Teachers
Association President George Bush

The White House
1705 Murchison Drive 1600 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
PO.Box921 C Washington, DC 20500
Burlingame, Califormia
94011-0921

Phone 415-697-1400 Dear President Bush:

I am writing at the behest of the State Council of Education of
the California Teachers Association. In a New Business Item at
its January Meeting, the State Council requested that I urge
you to issue an executive order that:

1. Extends the right to participate in G.I. benefits
to all lesbian and gay military personnel.

2. Ends the discriminatory policy that bars gays and
lesbians from serving in the Armed Forces of the
United States.

I am sure you are aware that while the government's formal
policy excludes lesbian and gay citizens from military service,
many have served in Operation Desert Storm without recognition.
They deserve the same applause that you have given to all
military personnel during the Gulf War.

Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

Ed
President

EF:TWH/hlb

cc: D.A. ("Del") Weber
Ron McPeck
Ralph Flynn
Records Center
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THE OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

FORCE MANAGEMENTfAK Ii
AND PERSONNEL 1

Honorable Milton Marks
Room 5035
State Capital
Sacramento, California 95814

Dear Mr. Marks:

Thank you for your letter of March 18 to President Bush concern-
ing the exclusion of homosexuals from the Military Services. I have
been asked to reply.

It has long been Department of Defense (DoD) policy that homosex-
uality is incompatible with military service. There are numerous
reasons for this policy, including the necessity to maintain good
order, morale, and discipline; foster mutual trust and confidence
among Service members; recruit and retain members of the Military
Services; and maintain the public acceptability of military service.

Federal courts have upheld the military's homosexual exclusion
policy and accepted its rational relationship to legitimate military
purposes. In fact, since the current DoD policy on homosexuality
became effective in 1982, every court that has ruled finally on the
issue has upheld the homosexual exclusion policy. We do not plan to
reassess the Department's policy on homosexuality.

Please be assured that the Department has not suspended its
homosexual policy for the duration of military operations in the
Persian Gulf. Recent statements contained in news reports do not
accurately reflect Department of Defense policy. Persons identified
as homosexual will continue to be separated from the Military Ser-
vices as promptly as circumstances allow.

Sincerely,

T. D. Keating

Captain, JAGC, USNI
Director, Legal Policy

(Requirements & Resources)
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March 18, 1991

The Honorable George Bush
President of the United States
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20505

Dear Mr. President:

We are writing to join in opposition to the Defense Department
policy prohibiting lesbians and gay men in the military, and to
encourage you to end this arbitrary and capricious
discrimination.

As long-time advocates of equal rights, we find this policy
objectionable. However, we firmly believe that this policy must
be changed in light of the courage and selflessness demonstrated
by the thousands of lesbian and gay soldiers in Operation Desert
Storm. We find it deeply objectionable to place the lives of
these soldiers at risk, only to reject them as unfit after they
have served our country.

Clearly, the participation of lesbians and gay men in Operation
Desert Storm calls into question the justification for an ongoing
exclusion. If lesbians and gay men are qualified to be stationed
in conservative Islamic countries during wartime, they are more
than qualified for military service in peacetime. Military need
does not justify an on-again, off-again policy of arbitrary
discrimination.
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The Honorable George Bush
Page Two
March 18, 1991

In California, an executive order prohibits discrimination on the
basis of sexual orientation in all state service, including the
National Guard. We ask that you implement such a policy in
federal military service.

Cordially,

/Y4~5 ~44 'K
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

April 15, 1991

Dear Mr. Marasco:

On behalf of President Bush, thank you for your message about
civil rights legislation. The President believes that every
individual should have an equal opportunity to participate fully
in our society and that no one's race, color, national origin,
religion, sex, or disability should be a barrier to advancement.
To that end, the Administration is committed to strengthening the
power of and opportunities for individuals and families to break
down barriers to independence and self-reliance, wherever they
exist, and to providing hopes to distressed individuals and
communities.

Based on his belief that the strength of democracy is not in
bureaucracy -- it is in the people and their communities --
President Bush has announced his domestic agenda for expanding
opportunity and for promoting choice for individuals.
Specifically, the President has called for Congressional action
on eight major initiatives: educational choice; educational
flexibility; homeownership for low-income persons; enterprise
zones; anti-discrimination laws; community opportunity areas; the
Social Security earnings test; and anti-crime efforts.

The sum of these initiatives is opportunity, and the door to
opportunity must not be barred by discrimination. To guarantee
that every American enjoys equality of opportunity and access,
the Administration has worked vigorously to enforce existing laws
against discrimination. Further, where anti-discrimination laws
need improvement, the President has said, "I am committed to
refining them."

Consistent with that pledge, President Bush has asked Congress to
strengthen employment discrimination laws in order to remove
consideration of factors such as sex, race, religion, or national
origin from employment decisions. A major objective of his
proposal is to ensure that employers are both encouraged and
required to provide equal opportunity for all workers without
resorting to quotas or unfair preferences. In addition, the
proposal provides strong new remedies as a deterrent against
sexual harassment in the workplace, and it expands prohibitions
against racial discrimination in the performance of contracts.



President Bush believes that we can eliminate job discrimination
without departing from the principles of fairness that apply
throughout our legal system and without creating a litigation
bonanza that brings more benefits to lawyers than to victims. He
also believes that it is time for Congress to bring itself under
the same anti-discrimination requirements that it prescribes for
others.

I have taken the liberty of fowarding a copy of your letter to
the Justice Department for their further review and
consideration.

With the President's best wishes and my own,

91 ierely

William J. anary, Jr.
Special Assistant to the Pre ident

for Intergovernmental Affairs

Mr. Robert P. Marasco
City Clerk
City of Newark
Newark, New Jersey 07102
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ROBERT P MARASCO

CITY CLERK

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

07102

March 18, 1991

The Honorable George W. Bush
President of the United States
The White House
Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. President

At its regular meeting of March 6, 1991, the Newark Municipal Council adopted
a "MOTION" - SPONSORED BY COUNCILMAN-AT-LARGE GARY HARRIS - "HIGHLY CRITICAL
OF AN ALTERNATIVE CIVIL RIGHTS BILL PROPOSED BY THE BUSH ADMINISTRATION WHICH
MAINTAINS ITS PAST POSITIONS ON JOB DISCRIMINATION AND EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES
THAT ARE BIASED TOWARDS MINORITIES AND WOMEN."

The Newark Municipal Governing Body strongly feels that your recent, alternative
piece of civil rights legislation bears no new or progressively innovative
proposals in pressing for an end to employment discrimination against minorities
and women. The Municipal Council, Mr. President, is of the opinion that your
veto of the Civil Rights Act of 1990, which received bipartisan support on
The Hill, remains a serious impediment to full human rights advancement in
this nation.

Your recent, commendable White House recognition of African-American military
heroes was undoubtedly earnest. However, it is difficult indeed to tell our
proud and courageous minorities and females who gallantly restored a legitimate
government to Kuwait that you are in favor of workers' rights, yet continue
to ignore progressive civil rights legislation. Many of them will shortly
be returning and entering this nation's workforce.

The Municipal Council, which endorsed The Civil Rights Act of 1990,
wholeheartedly supports The Civil Rights and Women's Equity in Employment
Act of 1991 and remains steadfast in its unwavering commitment towards such
meaningful and sound civil rights legislation.

One particular portion of your bill, which still leaves the Council perplexed
as to why it was announced by The Justice Department, is that you have set
a $150,000 limit on damage claims in cases of sexual discrimination or
harassment in the workplace. There should be no limits on such harmful actions,
according to the Municipal Council.



The Honorable George Bush
March 18, 1991
Page 2

The Municipal Council trusts that amidst the patriotic euphoria that is sweeping
this nation after our resounding victory in The Gulf, that your Administration
will be just as victorious on the domestic front, particularly, in your planned
offensive against racial and gender discrimination. One victory, as this
nation's Commander-In-Chief, is easily at hand, your signature in support
of The Civil Rights and Women's Equity in Employment Act of 1991!

Respectfully

City Clerk

RPM/OTWpw
7Mo 030691
cc: The Members of the Municipal Council

The Honorable Sharpe James, Mayor
The Honorable Bill Bradley, United States Senate
The Honorable Frank Lautenberg, United States Senate
The Honorable Edward M. Kennedy, United States Senate
The Honorable Donald Payne, United States House of Representatives
Mr. Ralph Neas, Executive Director, Leadership Conference on Civil Rights
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

February 19, 1991

MEMORANDUM FOR THE FILE

FROM: NELSON LUN /'
ASSOCIATE COUNSEL TO THE PRESIDENT

SUBJECT: Draft Section 5 of the Civil Rights Bill of 1991
Re: Employee Anti-Harassment Act of 1991"

I spoke with Stuart Gerson orally concerning the Civil Division
staff's response to my memorandum concerning the captioned
matter.
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The following embodies the comments of Civil Division staff
regarding your draft section 5, the 'Employee Anti-Harassment Act
of 1991." Relevant paragraph numbers are annotated.

o It might be useful, at least in the history, to state
that this section does not expand the remedies currently
available under Title VII, but instead addresses a type of
discrimination where the victim cannot receive direct personal
relief under current law. See comments re (e)a(1), in1m.

o (c) This version eliminates terms regarding filing a
complaint within 180 days or 30 days after a grievance procedure.
We have some concern about permitting an employee to go directly
to district court, particularly after as long as one year,
without any prior notice to the employer or attempt at informal
resolution. Allowing the employee to go to court directly also
appears inconsistent with one of the statutory defenses that the
employer remedied the situation quickly. He cannot remedy that
of which he is not aware. Title VII's current 30 day notice
provisions are intended to bring allegations to the employer's
attention as soon as possible after the event and the entire
administrative remedy scheme has the salutary purpose of
encouraging informal resolution. Although the current formal
administrative Title VII scheme may not be workable for these
kinds of charges, it would be desirable to incorporate some
notion of prior notice to the employer. The current draft also
does not address situations where unions or other employment
policies provide for a grievance procedure for these charges.

o (e)(1) The "appropriate circumstances" should be
defined to exclude situations already cognizable under Title VII
and elsewhere lest the provision read to open the door to making
this legislation a general tort statute. Those who have been
denied promotions or a job could argue that the denial is the
result of harassment and seek to broaden available relief. It is
inconsistent with the statutory purpose. If an employee is
harassed and then denied a promotion, for instance, a remedy
under Title VII is appropriate. On the other hand, if an
employee is harassed and must endure a "hostile working -
environment,' back pay is not likely to be an appropriate remedy
absent some loss of opportunity.

o The staff, also notes that the (e)(2) 'amount" of up to
$50,000 as an "equitable remedy" looks more than a little like
compensatory or punitive damages and recognizes the reason for
the wording of section (e)(3). Notwithstanding any of this, we
do recommend striking the provision of a jury trial with respect
to the government.

o (e) (4) The sentence beginning with the phrase "[i~t
shall be the duty of a court" could be amended to read:

A court having jurisdiction over a request for temporary or
preliminary relief pursuant to this section shall, to the
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extent practicable, assign the case for hearing at the
earliest possible date and cause such case to be expedited.

o (g)(1) As you thought we would, we recommend leaving
in the language after "provided" to exempt government employees
from personal liability. With regard to government employees,
current law under Title VIIl is developing to provide the victim
with relief. The FBI's Roghon case shows why. The act of denying
promotions or employment is within the scope of official duties,
and thus state law claims will be preempted as will Bivens
claims. The issue is only whether the employment decision was
made for impermissible reasons. Harassment, however, can more
easily be viewed as outside the scope of employment. (i.e., the
alleged hate mail in Rchon or sexually suggestive comments made
to employees). Thus, courts have in these instances found such
conduct outside the scope of employment and allowed state law and
Bivens claims to proceed. The encompassing problem might be
addressed if the definition of harassment were tightened to
include only those acts which are directed to the protected
status of the person. By this I mean comments, negative or
suggestive, to or about women or comments which suggest the
inferiority of a race.

Notwithstanding the above, I believe that a freestanding
anti-harassment statute offers certain advantages over
transmogrifying Title VII. In drafting it we should look to:
tightening the definitions to prevent the statute from being
construed to permit employment decisions now covered under Title
VII from being swept under its unbrella. It would address those
acts for which remedies are only now being carved out by the
courts with state law and Bivens claims; (2) requiring compliance
with some form of notice allowing cure or administrative
procedure; and (3) exempting the government employee as
individual defendant,
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THE WHITE HOUSE Chron.

WASHINGTON

April 1, 1991

Dear Terry:

I enjoyed our lunch, and the materials you sent about the case
that you recently settled are fascinating. Over the past year,
I've observed that some of our country's largest companies have
seemed unduly complacent about the threat posed by the Democrats'
disparate impact proposals. Your case suggests that there should
be plenty of cause for concern.

What struck me particularly were the indications that your
company did not realize during the 1970's what the rules were
under the law of disparate impact. If a firm with your resources
could not find out what the law was, what position must the vast
majority of American employers have been in? The uncertainty
endemic in this area of the law has been one of its greatest
defects, and the confusion that would be created by H.R. 1 -- or
by some of the "compromises" that have been suggested -- would be
far worse than what exists already. For that reason, I think we
should all be very wary of attempts to paper over the deep
differences that exist on the disparate impact issue with
ambiguous and confusing "compromise" language.

Nelson Lund of my staff has been working on this issue, and I
encourage you to have someone contact him so that we can
coordinate our efforts. Again, I enjoyed talking with you and
look forward to staying in touch.

Yours truly,

C. Boyden Gray
Counsel to the President

Mr. Terrence D. Straub
Vice President
Public Affairs
USX Corporation
818 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006
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THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

March 29, 1991

MEMORANDUM FOR C. BOYDEN GRA~f

FROM: NELSON LUND/4(

SUBJECT: Terrence Straub Letter on USX Disparate Impact
Case

There are three interesting points to be drawn from this letter
and the accompanying materials:

(1) It tends to confirm the DOJ study, which shows that Wards
Cove has not had any very striking effect in practice.

(2) It shows that large companies, which tend to be less
affected than small companies by the law of disparate impact
because they are already pushed into using quotas by OFCCP, are
not completely immune.

(3) It provides added evidence that this is an area in which
simple uncertainty as to what the law is creates some of the
greatest problems. And H.R. 1, of course, would be a great
breeder of uncertainty.

I've attached a draft response to Straub's letter.

Attachment



USX Corporation Terrence D Straub ZA
818 Connecticut Avenue NW Vice President
Washington, DC 20006 Public Affairs
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March 21, 1991

The Honorable
C. Boyden Gray
Counsel to the President
The White House
Washington, D.C. 20500

Dear Boyden:

I enjoyed the opportunity to talk with you over lunch last
week. As promised, I am forwarding to you information on the
court ruling and eventual settlement against USX in the class
action discrimination suit on behalf of black applicants for
entry level positions at our Fairless Works facility. Although
this complaint covers the period of time from July 1972 through
1979, the settlement in the amount of $41.9 million was only
recently agreed to.

Attached for your review is a copy of our letter to
Congressman Don Edwards, Chairman of the Subcommittee on Civil
and Constitutional Rights, outlining our specific complaints with
the finding. I am also attaching a chronology of events in the
Green/Danley (our case) matter.

This turn of events has created a considerable amount of
distress within the corporation and in particular to Chuck Corry,
our Chairman. As I mentioned at lunch, we could be considered
"Exhibit A" for the defense in the policy debate over the
disparate impact provisions in the pending Civil Rights Bill.
We have made several congressional visits on this matter to date
and stand ready to articulate our concerns as the congressional
debate evolves. I would appreciate any thoughts you may have as
to how we can work with your office to assist in the execution of
strategy to improve this onerous legislation.

I look forward to hearing from you and again thanks for your
time and interest.

Sincerely,

Attachments/



March 8, 1991

C. A. Corry

Re: Civil Rights Legislation

On Wednesday, March 6, Cy Clark, Terry Straub,
John Shortridge and I met first with the Chief Counsel
and two assistants for Congressman Don Edwards, Civil
and Constitutional Rights Subcommittee of the House
Judiciary Committee, and later with the Minority Chief
Counsel for the Republican members of the Judiciary
Committee. In advance of the first meeting I telecopied
the attached letter summarizing the Green/Danley case to
Congressman Edwards. This was in accord with the wishes
of the Subcommittee's Chief Counsel who asked that our
discussion be focused on Green/Danley and not on the
broader issues of H.R. 1 which she felt had already been
fully addressed in the complaints received from employer
groups.

We contended the Green/Danley result was
grossly unjust because our employment practices of the
1970's were judged by the standards of the 1980's and
because the penalty we were required to pay for what was
tantamount to an error in judgment was excessive. We
suggested that consideration be given to a cap on
damages in cases where the victims of the alleged
discrimination could neither be identified nor made
whole. In Green/Danley approximately 10,000
unsuccessful black applicants will be eligible to share
in the backpay and benefits it was calculated that the
additional 328 blacks we should have hired would have
earned had they been hired. There is, of course, no way
to determine who among the 10,000 would have been hired
had we hired an additional 328 blacks.

At the staff's request we will determine what
we would have paid in Green/Danley if the backpay and
benefits which the Court awarded for periods ranging
from 6 to 13 years had been limited to 5 years and if
prejudgment interest had been similarly limited. My
guesstimate is that the figure will be below $10,000,000.



Page 2

Otherwise there were spirited discussions
regarding jury trials and punitive damages at both
meetings. The Minority Chief Counsel's view, which has
been forged in the area of political reality, is that
jury trials are acceptable if they are restricted to
cases of harassment and if there is a cap on the amount
the jury is permitted to award. The concern is that
because there usually are no lost wages in harassment
cases, a make-whole remedy is inapplicable and,
therefore, there is no economic deterrent. There is
strong feeling in Congress that in order to deter
harassment a right to compensatory damages must be made
available. Once this premise is accepted there is a
very strong argument that there is a constitutional
right to a jury trial.

As an alternative to a jury trial restricted to
harassment cases together with a cap of damages, the
Minority Chief Counsel suggests consideration be given
to a civil penalty system where the action would be
brought by a government agency, such as the EEOC,
resolved before an Administrative Law Judge, and any
penalty assessed paid to the government. It is
difficult to imagine any civil penalty approaching the
amount paid in Green/Danley.

William R. Hawkins

Attachment
cc: (w/attachment)

D. B. King
D. D. Sandman
T. D. Straub
J. G. Shortridge
T. J. Usher



USS William R. Hawkins
600 Grant Street General Counsel
Pittsburgh, PA 15219-4776
4124332927

March 5, 1991

The Honorable Don Edwards
Chairman
Subcommittee on Civil and

Constitutional Rights
House Judiciary Committee
2307 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515-0510

Re: H RNo. 1

Dear Congressman Edwards:

At a recent meeting between C. A. Corry, Chairman of
the Board of USX Corporation, and Jack Brooks, Chairman of the
House Judiciary, Mr. Corry expressed his distress over the
court rulings rendered against USX in a class action
discrimination suit filed on behalf of unsuccessful black
applicants for entry-level production and maintenance positions
at our Fairless Works, Fairless Hills, Pennsylvania, during the
following periods: July 11-December 31, 1972; 1973; 1974; 1978
and 1979. Their conversation, not unnaturally, gravitated
toward the above bill which is pending before your
Subcommittee. Representative Brooks specifically asked that
USX representatives meet with members of your Subcommittee's
staff to discuss how HR I in its present form would have
affected the Green/Danley litigation (the common name of the
Fairless Works' case) were it enacted while the case was
pending.

A summary of the events in the Green/Danley litigation
is enclosed. What is most distressing to Mr. Corry, as well as
all members of USX management, is that an employer earnestly
attempting to comply with the civil rights laws should
ultimately be required to pay $41.9 million, exclusive of its
own attorneys' and experts' fees, to resolve a claim of
discrimination where it at all times pursued an aggressive
affirmative action program that resulted In its hiring blacks
at an appreciably higher percentage than they comprised of the
available labor force. While It may have been apparent In 1983
when the district court issued its decision on liability that
the proper measuring stick was applicant flow and not the

A division of USX Corporation



The Honorable Don Edwards
March 5, 1991
Page 2

available labor force it was not so apparent, if at all, in the
1970's when the hiring decisions which led to the finding of
discrimination were made.

The court found that the only requirements for an
entry-level production and maintenance position were that the
applicant be 18 years of age, pass a physical, and be able to
read safety signs. While this may be correct because all new
hires begin as laborers, it would not be possible to operate a
steel mill if all employees were only capable of meeting these
three requirements. The steel industry is somewhat unique in
that essentially everyone starts as a laborer and thereafter
proceeds up lines of progression by bidding for promotional
opportunities as they arise. There must be a sufficient number
of trainable and motivated employees among each new group of
hires to be capable of eventually performing the highly-skilled
jobs in the mill, such as roller and melter.

It should be remembered USX was a primary party to the
1974 nationwide Steel Industry Consent Decree on equal
employment and USX's labor agreements with the steelworkers
historically have prohibited discrimination on the basis of
race.

We have been asked by members of the Subcommittee's
staff to restrict our comments on HR I to those that would have
impacted the Green/Danley case. While we share the general
concerns of employers with respect to many provisions of the
bill, especially those concerning punitive damages and jury
trials, we will abide by the staff's request. To that end we
offer the following comments:

1. As painful as it is for us to acknowledge it, the
Green/Danley case supports the contention of the opponents of
those provisions of HR I which would overturn the decision of
the United States Supreme Court in Wards Cove. Green/Danley
demonstrates that plaintiffs can prove their cases even after
that decision. Had HR I been enacted when the hiring decisions
were made, the hiring would have been done on a quota basis,
i.e., if 24% of the applicants were black then approximately
24% of the hires would also have been black.

2. Section 15 of HR 1 which makes its provisions
overturning Wards Cove and other decisions of the Supreme Court
retroactive to the date the decisions were rendered is highly
prejudicial to employers. Much like we believe our conduct of
the 1970's was judged by the standards of the 1980's, employers
who relied upon rulings of the highest court in the land will
find that they relied to their peril. Whatever changes HR I
makes in the law as interpreted by Supreme Court decisions
should be prospective from the date of enactment.



The Honorable Don Edwards
March 5, 1991
Page 3

As previously observed, HR I would have had little
impact on the ultimate outcome in Green/Danley except to make
that outcome far more predictable. What would have had an
impact and what we would suggest be given serious consideration
by the Subcommittee is a provision that would limit the period
for which backpay and benefits can be awarded when the
recipients are unsusceptible of identification. In
Green/Danley backpay and benefits were awarded for periods
varying from 6 to 13 years. An additional two years of front
pay and benefits were added on. This backpay and benefits
award was what would have been earned by the 328 additional
blacks USX should have hired to avoid the finding of
discrimination. The difficulty is that there were some 10,000
blacks who unsuccessfully applied for these 328 jobs. It is
respectfully submitted that in such situations the award of
backpay and benefits should be limited to a period of, for
example, five years.

He look forward to discussing HR 1 and the
Green/Danley case with members of the Subcommittee staffs.

Very truly yours,

William R. Hawkins
General Counsel

Enclosure



Elbert G. Green and Robert Danley, Individually and
as Representatives of Persons Similarly Situated, v.

USX Corporation, formerly known as
United States Steel Corporation

C.A. No. 76-3673, USDC, E.Dist., PA

This is a class action suit involving a claim of racial
discrimination by blacks who unsuccessfully applied for entry-level
production and maintenance jobs at USX's Fairless Works in Fairless
Hills, Pennsylvania. The racial discrimination is alleged to have
occurred because the percentage of blacks hired was less than the
percentage which applied.

On July 18, 1983, after a trial on liability, the United States
District Court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, solely on the
basis of gross statistics comparing the number of blacks ultimately hired
with the number who initially applied and the mere elimination of chance
as the cause of the disparity, held that a prima face case of
discrimination had been established under the disparate impact theory for
the following periods: July 11-December 31, 1972; 1973; 1974; 1978 and
1979. In so holding the District Court found that while "The record is
clear that, throughout the class period, USX hired minorities for
entry-level P&M jobs at rates equalling or exceeding their representation
in the geographical labor market, . . . actual applicant flow data is the
preferred yardstick [for determining whether hiring practices have a
disparate impact on blacks] because it compares those actually hired to
those who actually offered themselves for hire, rather than to a
hypothetical pool of those 'available'. . . ." The District Court
additionally found that USX did not engage in intentional discrimination
and that plaintiffs had "failed to make out a prima face case that . . .
[USX] discriminated . . . during the years 1975-77. . . ."

In the 1970's it was far less clear then it is today that
applicant flow was the appropriate yardstick against which to judge
whether there had been discrimination in hiring. USX was then as now
subject to the affirmative action requirements imposed on Federal
Government contractors and had worked closely with the Office of Federal
Contract Compliance to establish minority hiring goals. The goal at
Fairless Works was set at between 11% and 137. because during the 1970's
blacks comprised from between 9.57. and 11.5%. of the labor market in Bucks
County, Pennsylvania, and Burlington and Mercer Counties, New Jersey.
When USX hired blacks at a rate of approximately 157. of those who applied
from July 11, 1972 through 1973 and at a rate of approximately 19%. in
1978 and 1979 and it believed, albeit erroneously as events transpired,
that it had satisfied all legal obligations. It is probable that blacks
applied for employment at Fairless Works at a rate in excess of twice
their representation in the local labor force due to their knowledge that
USX was an affirmative action employer and consequently their prospects
of being hired by USX were substantially greater than they were with
other employers in the area.
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On August 1, 1986, after a trial on damages, the same Court
issued a decision awarding the class $12,397,928 in compensatory damages
plus $4,896,434.38 in prejudgment interest from the date of its earlier
decision on liability. The compensatory damages consisted of from 6 to
13 years of backpay and benefits for the 328 people comprising the
shortfall. The "shortfall" is the difference between (1) the number of
blacks hired and (2) a calculated number which is a standard deviation of
1.64 from the product obtained by multiplying the total hires by the
percentage of blacks who applied.

USX appealed both decisions to the United States Court of
Appeals for the Third Circuit which on March 29, 1988, not only affirmed
the District Court's liability holding on the basis of the disparate
impact theory, but also ruled that the bare statistical comparison was
sufficient to show intentional discrimination. The Court further held
the class was entitled to front pay and that prejudgment interest should
not necessarily be restricted to the period following the date of the
lower court's liability decision.

USX thereafter petitioned the United States Supreme Court for a
Writ of Certiorari. Following briefing, but without oral argument, the
Supreme Court on June 12, 1989, granted USX's Writ in its entirety,
vacated the judgment and remanded the case to the Court of Appeals for
further consideration in light of the Supreme Court's June 5, 1989,
decision in the Wards Cove Packing Co. case.

On February 23, 1990, the same 3-judge Court of Appeals panel as
before reversed its prior holding of intentional discrimination, but
again held USX liable under the disparate impact theory finding that the
class had identified the employment interview as the hiring practice
responsible for the racial disparity. To reach this result the Court
combined 10 steps in USX's 12-step hiring process, labeled them the
"employment interview" and treated them as a single hiring practice.

USX again petitioned the U.S. Supreme Court for a Writ of
Certiorari but on October 1, 1990, the Court denied the petition and
remanded the case to the Court of Appeals for further proceedings. That
Court in turn, on October 22, 1990, remanded the case to the District
Court for further proceedings regarding prejudgment interest and front
pay.

The original judgment amount of $17,295,362.88 (including the
prejudgment interest the District Court allowed in its decision of
August 1, 1986) with post-judgment interest (a total of $21,851,155) was
paid on November 15, 1990.
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The District Court referred the case to a U.S. Magistrate for a
settlement conference regarding further prejudgment interest and front
pay. As a result of the Magistrate's efforts the parties agreed on
December 27 to resolve all remaining issues for $20,000,000, including
$7,000,000 in attorneys' fees.

The settlement must be approved by the Court. The Court's
tentative approval is expected to be received in March 1991. Following
that tentative approval the class members will be notified of the
settlement and afforded an opportunity to object. If, following a
hearing on any objections, the settlement receives the final approval of
the Court, the total amount paid by USX to the class and its attorneys
will be $41,851,155. In excess of one-half of the amount awarded the
class represented prejudgment interest.

USX has still to pay the cost of notifying the class members of
the settlement, processing their claims and distributing to them the
proceeds. Although the distribution scheme has not yet been determined,
these costs are expected to amount to several hundred thousand dollars.

3/5/91
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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHI NGTON

DATE:

the attached, and it is

NOTE FOR: BOYDEN GRAY

The President has reviewed
forwarded to you for your:

Information

Action

Thank you. PHILLIP D. BRADY
Assistant to the President
and Staff Secretary
(x2702)

cc: Ede Holiday (ACTION) --
for forwarding to Lamar Alexander

03/26/91



THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHING N

March 22, 191H2Ai1:5

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT

FROM:C. BO DEN G AYOp THE PRESIDENT HAS SEENFROM: C. BOYDEN GRAYN O
SUBJECT: Civil Rights

Your speech introducing your civil rights and economic opportunities
program has been recognized as an eloquent statement of principles
(see attached Wall Street Journal story). Unfortunately, the speech
happened to be scheduled for the day the war ended. Nonetheless,
intellectual progress is being made as opinion leaders gradually
begin to catch up with the public. The attached William Raspberry
column is important because of who he is. The attached Washington
Post/ABC poll, and the attached story about the civil rights groups'
private study of American attitudes, suggest that you have already
generated strong support beyond the Beltway.

Every indication is that we are in a stronger position on the Hill
than we were last year. Kennedy is having trouble finding co-
sponsors, for example, and hasn't even introduced a bill. As your
views on this issue become clearer and more persuasive, we may well
see increasing attacks from our opponents. If this happens, it will
reflect their weakness more than their strength.

I believe that education reform should continue to be the flagship
of your equal opportunity package. This is consistent with your
goals as the Education President, and it makes sense as policy: im-
provements in education promise to have the most direct and lasting
effects on the problems that the Democrat civil rights bill pretends
to address, namely, full and equal participation in the job market.

For example, every increment of additional schooling translates
directly into better employment prospects for blacks and whites.
What's more,-as education levels go up, the absolute differences
between black and white unemployment rates narrow; for college
graduates, black and white unemployment rates are almost identical.

The chance to make real progress is therefore enormous. Fewer than
one-fourth of the students who enter the D.C. public schools ever
graduate from the 12th grade. Bill Coleman told me this is why he
wants a civil rights bill that forbids employers to require high
school diplomas. Catholic schools, however, do much better with all
children, including minorities. One study, for example, showed that
black seniors at Catholic high schools were three times more likely
to graduate from college than black seniors at public schools.
Colin Powell therefore seems to have a more positive approach than
Bill Coleman when he tells every kid who writes to him, "Stay in
school" (see attached excerpt from U.S. News & World Report).

All of this is well-known as a matter of education policy, of
course. The important thing is to make it clear that the best
educational policy is the best civil rights policy as well.
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A tery roputar 'resident IVow Paces
Plenty of Troublesome Domestic Issues

By ALAN MTaAY and DAVID WESEL
Staff Reporters of Tit WAL. STRP-r JOURNAL

WASHINGTON - Welcome home, Mr.
President.

The successful conclusion of the Persian
Gulf war means President Bush can now
turn his attention to problems at home-
problems that critics from both ends of the
political spectrum say he has ignored for
too long.

"We can congratulate ourselves on a
brilliant war abroad," says Stuart Eizen-
stat. domestic policy adviser in the Carter
administration. "It's now time to win the
battle at home."

Adds Stuart Butler, who heads up do-
mestic policy for the conservative think
tank Heritage Foundation, "So far, the
president has showed his attention and in-
terest on the domestic side is clearly lower
than on the international side. But who
knows? Maybe he has found himself in the
last few months."

With public opinion soaring behind him,
Mr. Bush will have a chance to use his
popularity to push a domestic agenda on
issues from civil rights to bank reform.

Whether he will do so, however, re-
mains in doubt. "There's never been a bet-
ter opportunity to be aggressive as far as
his own legislative agenda," Republican
pollster Richard Reed of Market Opinion
Research says confidently. But pressed to
define Mr. Bush's top three domestic prior-
ities, Mr. Reed acknowledges, "I'm not
sure it has crystalized yet as far as the
White House is concerned."

Among the issues waiting to be ad-
dressed:

,THE ECONOMY
The Bush administration has disavowed

any effort to fashion anti-recession poli-
cies, arguing that the recession will end
before such efforts could take effect. That
bet may prove correct; already, there are
tentative signs the slump may be bottom-
ing out.

Even if it is, the longer-term health of
the economy remains a serious concern.
U.S. wages continue to be stagnant, U.S.
companies continue to lose market share
to foreign rivals, and some economists ar-
gue that any recovery may be a sluggish
one. President Bush hasn't provided a
clear recipe for economic growth. So far,
his main economic policy prescription-a
cut in the capital-gains tax-has been sty-
mied.

At the same time, the president must
defend last year's hard-fought deficit-re-
duction law as congressmen from both par
ties seek to evade its constraints-and ad-
vocates for everything from shelters for
the homeless to federal aid for airlines ask
why Mr. Bush can tackle foreign emergen-
cies but won't see domestic problems as
emergencies. One tough test for the White
House will be handling popular but costly
bills to improve veterans benefits.

HEALTH CARE
Budget Director Richard Darman has

pinpointed health care as one of the na-
tion's most pressing problems. Health-care
costs have soared from 69'c of the nation's
output - %,ars azo to l2f7 today and are

growing at double-digit rates. Yet more
than 30 million people lack health insur-
ance.

Many businesses, pounded by these
costs, are pushing for reform. Although
many members of Congress seem eager to
address the issue this year, President Bush
and his administration have shown little in-
clination to tackle the issue now.

"He's got to take the initiative, rather
than let Ted Kennedy run with the ball,"
says Mr. Butler.

BANKING
Mr. Bush's Treasury Department has

proposed the most sweeping restructuring
of the banking system in half a century,
and portions of the plan have been ap-
plauded by bank analysts. But the proposal
will face rough sledding in Congress, and
President Bush's personal involvement
may be needed to ensure its success.

'If he really wants this, he may have to
twist a lot of arms," says Robert Litan of
the Brookings Institution. The administra-
tion also faces the lingering-and politi-
cally charged-problem of financing the
savings and loan cleanup at the same time
as it needs to shore up the fund that in-
sures banks deposits.

CHOICE & OPPORTUNITY
The Bush administration has said it

plans to make "choice" and "opportunity"
the bywords of its domestic agenda, and
has proposed measures to encourage home
ownership among the poor and allow par-
ents more choice among schools. But even
advocates concede Mr. Bush hasn t yet
made a persuasive public case for the
measures.

The president's most eloquent speech
on the subject was made on Wednesday-
the same day the war ended-ensuring
that it got almost no public attention. "The
issuance of the domestic agenda the very
day he's announcing the end of the war is
another indication of a kind of blind spot
this administration has for domestic lead-
ership," claims Mr. Eizenstat.

Democrats are pressing their civil
rights bill again, the same one that Mr.
Bush vetoed last year. The White House
has yet to find a successful way to advance
its counter-proposal without appearing in-
sensitive to minorities.
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William Raspberry

Why Civil Rights
Isn't Selling
Too many people just don't
believe in this bill.

The American civil rights leadership reminds me of
the American automobile industry: hoping for a return to
the days when its products had worldwide appeal, playing
with nameplates and psychological gambits, willing to do
almost anything to restore consumer interest. Anything,
that is, except the one thing that Anight work: a better
line of products.

The Civil Rights Act of 1991, whose passage the civil
rights establishment has declared as its No. 1 goal for
the year, illustrates the point.

It is a slightly reworked (not to say improved) version
of last year's model, vetoed by President Bush, who
insisted it was a "quota bill." This year's effort to enact
it-over another veto if necessary-has begun with a
change of the nameplate. It is no longer a bill for blacks,
designed to restore civil rights law to what it was before
a series of Supreme Court decisions made it harder to
sue for discrimination. It is now a bill for the disabled, for
working people and, oh yes, of course, for women.

It is all those things, in fact. But the point is that
instead of trying to show that the legislation is important
to interestfAmericans care about, or working to make it
more acceptable to business leaders who really do fear it
could lead to racial quotas, the civil rights establishment
is trying to sell the bill by changing the ad copy.

The tactic would be questionable enough if the bill
were perfect. It isn't. And if the Leadership Conference
on Civil Rights will forgive me, in the context of the
problems confronting black America, it may not be all
that important.

Yes, that 1989 series of court decisions made it harder
for minorities to win class-action discrimination suits and
called set-aside contracting programs into question. And
yes, it would be helpful to go back to where we were

before those decisions-not to quotas but to fairer
access to opportunity. The Civil Rights Act of 1991
ought to be enacted.

But are the rules governing "disparate impact" suits
and minority set-asides of such overriding importance
that they should constitute the No. 1 priority of our
leaders? I don't think so. The problems most critically
affecting black America are the joblessness and despair
of our young people, the academic indifference of our
children, the dissolution of our families, the destruction
(by crime and drug trafficking) of our neighborhoods, the
economic marginality of our people. And the Civil Rights
Act of '91 won't do a blessed thing about these problems.

Worse, it threatens to divide America along racial
lines, when-in my view, at least-white America
stands ready to support racial programs and policies it
believes to be fair.

An unpublicized survey commissioned by the Leader-
ship Conference on Civil Rights, a coalition of civil rights,
labor, women's and disabled organizations, makes the
point. White Americans, that survey revealed, see the
black leadership as no longer concerned with fairness but
only with group advantage. These whites-including
such key swing-vote groups as blue-collar workers,
lower-income youthful voters and the economically inse-
cure-do not see themselves as racists, or as opponents
of equal opportunity and fundamental fairness. What they
oppose are efforts to provide preferential benefits for
minorities, which they see as the main commodity of the
civil rights leadership.

They aren't buying. How could we expect them to buy
a product we have spent 400 years trying to have
recalled: race-based advantage enshrined in the law?

The black consensus is that white resistance to the
agenda of the civil rights leadership is nothing more than
latter-day racism, a new mean-spiritedness that is 180
degrees away from the attitudes that helped to produce
earlier civil rights legislation. My own view is not that
white people have changed but that black people's goals
have been transformed. We still say we want to be
judged by the "content of our character," but our agenda
is based on the color of our skin.

Well, suppose we came up with another product line
based on the ideals we hold in common* equal opportuni-
ty, equitably enforced; programs designed to heal the
crippling effects of past discrimination; hiring and promo-
tion and college placement based on individual achieve-
ment and potential, sensitively evaluated; policies to
enhance the academic and career prospects of young
people who have had too little opportunity.

Suppose we ended production of the old model, which,
designed to appeal to white guilt, no longer is selling and
replaced it with a new model whose chief marketing
points would be its orientation toward solutions (as
opposed to blame-assignment) and its unambiguous fair-
ness.

I, for one, think it would sell. I think it would do more
for those most in need of society's help. And I think that
America would be a better place because of it.
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Q6 NIw I wantto ask you aout a few Issues facing the coury.
Please talmewhetheryou think the country Is maMng enough
progress Ior is not mang enough progress on each one.
(we show ony ot pec.." who annk we country m m" main enapouorwin

Mar. 4
Federal budget deficit 81%
Poverty 81
Crime 79
Illegal drugs 75
Health care 73
State of the country's economy 71
Public schools and education 70
Environment 61
Race relations .46
Respect for the United States abroad 26

SQDoy O ktheCO esyutin ushis
atodeal with the big Issues a todeal wittebigissus

facing this country, or not? facing this couty,er not?
Mar.4, '91 Oct.7,'90 Mar.4

No-- 37 42-- - -No
Dont know 3 4 Dantknow I

QaDo you think you ha v aood ide, jastsome or not much
of an idea of where Bush plans to lead the nation in tIe next two
years?

Mar. 4, '91
Good idea 22%
Just some idea 37
Not much of an idea 40
Don't know I

Feb. 4, '90 Apr. 3.89
21% 19%
44 31
34 48

1 2

Jan. 16, '89
22%
30
45
3

Qs Has the war with Iraq made you more confident In the abity of
Bush to handle the country's other big problems, less cAdent, or
hasn't It made much of a difference?

More confident
Less confident
Not made much difference
Don't know

Mar. 4
70%
5

24

Qs When you think of the kinds ofthingsyou wouldNoi% ee
done In Washington, which of the following is close to yow view
A) President Bush will do the things that are needed bo&uIConges
won'; or, 7-e a**.
8) Congress wi do the things that are needed but Preidentuh
won't?

Mat 4 -
Bush will do what is needed but Congress wont 60%
Congress will do what is needed but Bush won't 28
Neither of those things 5
Both of those things . 5
Don't know a

'A

-. J I
'at

I.

NotFe:gues do not add to 100% in fe st ques en because Ve
s arch 4 figures are based on a natnuwWe Wasngtn etelephi *
1,215 randomly selected adults conducted March 1-4. AN other polls ale Wasiinon
News polls with samples ranging front 758 to 1,518. Marlnof samplingwrmIs plus oradW 3
percentage points tor the March 4 poll, and plus or mmi 3 to 5 percentage points or te nrw
polls. Sampling error is. however. only one of many potential source at er in tse or ay e r
public opnon polls. Interviewing was conducted by Intemrational Commusucatiom iin ei at
Media, Pa., and Chilton Research of Radnor, Pa.
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Rights Drive Said to Lose Underpinnings
Focus Groups Indicate Middle Class Sees Movement as Too Narrow

By Thomas B. Edsail
Washington Post Staff Write

Key civil rights leaders are strug-
gling to develop strategies to
counter findings of a private voter
study they commissioned that shows
the civil rights movement has lost
the moral high ground with key seg-
ments of the white electorate.

The study, according to one of its
authors, Celinda Lake, found that
"the civil rights organizations and
proponents of civil rights were no
longer seen as . .. addressing gen-
eralized discrimination, valuing
work and being for opportunity.
The proponents weren't seen as
speaking from those values."

The study, commissioned by the
Leadership Conference on Civil
Rights, a coalition of labor, civil
rights, women's and liberal organ-
izations, found strong support for
such basic principles as equal op-
portunity, promotion for merit and
hard work, and for fairness in the
workplace. But the study also found
that many white voters believe civil
rights advocates are pressing for
special, preferential benefits in-
stead of such goals as equal oppor-
tunity..

The qpnference, which declined to
release the written reports or the
poll data, is seeking to develop a
strategy to win approval of the Civil
Rights Act of 1991. The organization

lis particularly concerned because
racial issues contributed to President
Bush's victory in 1988, and the issue
of "quotas" helped produce Repub-
lican victories in the 1990 California
gubernatorial contest and the North
Carolina Senate race.

Bush vetoed last year's civil
rights bill because he said it would
result in quotas, and congressional
Democrats were unable to overturn
it. The administration is ready to
-make a similar argument this year,
and Democrats are looking for a
way to defuse what has become a
politically persuasive issue.

Ralph Neas, executive director of
the conference, said, "We want to
particularly stress that the bill is an
inclusive bill, that it is a bill for ra-
cial minorities, it is a bill for wo-
men, it is a bill for persons with dis-
abilities, it is a bill for all working
Americans."

This strategy, according to the
study, faces some hurdles. There is
a strong receptivity to Bush's ar-
Sufent that the civil rights legis-
lation will result in quotas.

"Voters believe that business will
implement this bill as quotas," Lake
said. "Whenever legislation or pol-
icy distinguishes among groups
[blacks, white, Hispanics, men, wo-
men], business, just to get it done,
will implement quotas." These find-
ings are especially damaging to ef-
forts to counter the Bush adminis-
tration's portrayal of pending civil
rights legislation as promoting quo-
tas. "There is no resistance to the
Bush notion about quotas," one
source said.

Another damaging finding of the
study was that advocates of civil
rights "have lost the advantage,"
Lake said. "It's a tremendous loss in
terms of moving an agenda forward."
She based her comments on the stu-
dy for the leadership conference and
on work her firm, Greenberg-Lake,
has done in the past decade.

Lake said the problem facing civil
rights proponents is that such ad-
vocacy is now seen as pressing the
"narrow" concerns of "particular-
ized" groups, rather than promoting
a broad, inclusive policy of opposing
all forms of discrimination.

The study found that many white
voters believe there is pervasive
reverse discrimination in the work-
place and that civil rights leaders
are more interested in special pref-
erences than in equal opportunity,
according to persons involved in the
research.

The study, which included a na-
tional poll and focus groups held in
white working-class and southern
communities, did not find intensi-
fied racism or opposition to funda-
mental principles of equality. In-
stead, it showed strong support for
basic egalitarian principles, includ-
ing equality of opportunity and the
obligation of employers to give ev-
eryone a fair chance.

In addition, the study found
strong opposition to discriminatory
rrctices based on race, gender,
age )r disability, according to Lake
',-I Geoff Garin of Garin-Hart Stra-
'e ic Research, another Democrat-

-ding firm.
n, rin would not make as strong a

!rment of the difficulties facing
the civil rights movement, but, he
said. "at some point the civil rights
community needs to restate its
claim to the idea of a level playing
field, and that means in part being
more forthcoming in saying that
reverse discrimination is unaccep-
table."

Neas contended that the niost
troublesome conclusions voiced by
Lake were not based on the poll
data, but on the focus groups, for
which voters averse to civil rights
had been purposefully selected, and
on the basis of other work by the
Greenberg-Lake firm, which has
specialized in studying working and
lower-middle-class white voters the
past decade.

Lake said the critical views of the
civil rights movement are held most
strongly by key swing votes in the
electorate-"blue. collar voters,
economically marginal younger vot-
ers, ticket-splitting, swing white
Southern voters"-who in any elec-
tion are critical to the strategies of
both parties to "add up enough vot-
ers to get to 51 percent."

"It is a broad-based problem," she
added, with similar, if less intense,
views held by many other white
voters.

Among some of the other find-
ings from the voter study, accord-
ing to on-the-record interviews and
background information provided
by those familiar with it:
a Many white voters see the work
force as a hierarchy, in which many
hiring and promotion decisions are
based as much, if not more, on race
and gender as on merit and per-
formance.

Civil rights laws are seen by a
substantial number of voters as cre-
ating unfair advantages, setting up
"rank orders of privilege in the la-
bor market," one source said.
a Public support of egalitarian prin-
ciple is closely tied to a strong be-
lief that a primary responsibility of
elected officials is to support the
mainstream goals and values of the
middle class.

Voters want politicians who rep-
resent them to "address the middle
class, those who work hard and pay
all the taxes," Lake said.
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4fs. 1989. and Desert Storm boss. 1990.

er relatives always lived with them. giv-
ing the children a strong sense of secu-
rity and discipline. "We were never
alone: we were always closely super-
%ised." remembers Marilyn. Neighbors
looked out for each other's children.
and "when %ou walked down the street.
you had all these eves watching you..
When he was about 8 %ears old. Colin
played hookv from school one day but
estimated the time wrong and came
home too early. A family friend was car-
ing for the children that day. and shenabbed the young truant cold. "it was a
big dca." a,%s his older sister. "Colin
was taken to School by the hand for

LI.&I~ ""RlI ~pow MAcIIis.1941

quite a while after that and deposited at
the room door."

Powell moves easily through the
white world today because he has al-
ways lived in it. In the '50s, the South
Bronx was no ghetto. His school friends
were mainly Jews and Poles and Ital-
ians, and he worked after school at
Sickser's, a store selling baby furniture
to a largely Jewish clientele. The Jamai-
can culture, too, was an ethnic and ra-
cial tapestry, and his mother's maiden
name, McKoy, reflects at least one
Scotch-Irish ancestor. An immigrant's
son like Powell, argues Watson, his
cousin, is not as burdened as other Afri-
can-Americans by the
legacy of slavery and
racism. He has no sense
of himself as a victim or
a belief "that somebody
owes him something."

Even as a youngster,
Powell could project an
impressive air of au-
thority. Marilyn Berns
remembers her wed-
ding day, when Colin
was 16. and the wed-
ding party was stopped
for speeding. As the
cop approached the
car, the brother of the
bride rolled down the 7 and counting
window. snapped off a Mau4 and sist
salute, and said: "Wed-
ding party, sir." The policeman let the
car go.

At New York's City College, Powell
chalked up straight C's but discovered
an enduring passion for education. In a
recent article for the American School
Board Journal. the general wrote that
CCNY represented "an unwritten but
intuitively understood three-way bar-
gain"-tha the kids would work hard,
the parents would support them and
the schools would teach them. Today,
Powell writes. preserving that bargain
"is the single most important building
block of our future," and even now,
when he gets 300 letters a day, he tries
to answer the ones from children him-
self. On the bottom he always writes:
"Stav in school."

The youne college student discovered
another passion at CCNY-the Re-
serve Officers Training Corps. Looking
back. Marilyn Berns is not surprised at
her brother s choice of a career: "I
think the structure had something to do
with i We came trom a very structured
home. and it gives you guidelines. You
know where you re going."

The Army sent Powell many places.
and each one helped shape and expand
his view of the world. At Fort Benning,

tween military and po-
litical jobs, often as an aide to one of his
mentors, rising rapidly through the
ranks, making the right contacts. learn-
ing the right bureaucratic skills. He
served as national-security adviser dur-
ing Reagan's last year in office. and in
October 1989 President Bush named
him to head the Joint Chiefs.

Extraordinary place. Still, his friends
describe Colin Powell as down-to-earth.
sometimes playing Carly Simon videos
in his Pentagon office while the rest of
the world was glued to CNN. He hates
sports-one friend tried to teach him
tennis and gave up. "I'm sure." says one
friend, "that he pinches himself periodi-
cally, amazed at where he's gotten."

But this modest man has risen to an
extraordinary place. He is the first black
in the nation's history to sit at the table
when the gravest decisions of war and
peace are made. He has become a fu-
sion of two noble national goals. racial
progress and military power. The ques-
tion is whether the call of duty-and
the nation's adulation-will eventually
pull him. as it did Dwight Eisenhower.
into a run for the White House. 0

BY STEVEN V. ROBERTS
WITH BRUCE B. AUSTER AND GARY COHEN



February 21, 1991

Dear Ms. Davis:

I have been asked to respond to your letter to the
President requesting him to meet with the leadership
of the National Bar Association to discuss the national
issues that impact upon the livelihood of African
Americans.

While the President deeply shares these matters of
concern, the current schedule facing him now and in
the months ahead make it impossible for him to consider
your request.

The President regrets not being able to do as you ask
and sends his very best wishes.

Sincerely,

KATHERINE L. SUPER
Deputy Assistant to the President
for Appointments and Scheduling

Ms. Algenita Scott Davis
President
National Bar Association, Inc.
3340 South MacGregor Way
Houston, Texas 77021
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[:] APPOINTMENT

RESPONSE DUE DATE:

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

February 11, 1991

REQUEST FOR SCHEDULING RECOMMENDATI(

O SCHEDULE

O 'N

MEMORANDUM FOR:
GOVERNOR SUNUNU

ANDREW CARD, JR.

ROGER PORTER .
SIG ROGICH

SUSAN PORTER ROSE

EDE HOLIDAY
CHASE UNTERMEYER

GREGG PETERSMEYER

PHILLIP BRADY
DAVID DTMAMMT
MARLIN FITZWATER
FREDERICK MCCLURE
J. BONNIE NEWMAN
BRENT SCOWCROFT
C -BOYDENWIBAY.
ED ROGERS

KATHY L. SUPER
PRESIDENTIAL APPOINTMENTS AND SCHEDULING

Please provide your recommendation on the following scheduling request:

EVENT: Meet with the leadership of the National Bar Association

DATE: Open

LOCATION: The White House

Additional information concerning this event is attached.

YOUR RECOMMENDATION:

Accept Regret__ Surrogate
Priority
Routine_

reasons below:

\~ I

/

PLEASE RETURN TO WINDY WHITE, ROOM 182, OEOB, BY THE RESPONSE DUE DATE ABOVE

SO THAT YOUR COMMENTS MAY BE CONSIDERED AS WE PROCEED WITH THIS REQUEST.

THANK YOU

FROM:

Message
Video
Written



APPOIN'liIENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

RESPONSE DUE DATE: February 11, 1991

REQUEST FOR SCHEDULING RECOMMENDATION

MEMORANDUM FOR:
GOVERNOR SUNUNU

ANDREW CARD, JR

ROGER PORTER
SIG ROGICH

SUSAN PORTER ROSE
EDE HOLIDAY
CHASE UNTERMEYER

GREGG PETERSMEYER

PHILLIP BRADY
DAVID DEMAREST'
MARLIN FITZWATER
FREDERICK MCCLURE
J BONNIE NEWMAN
BRENT SCOWCROFT
C BOYDEN GRAY
ED ROGERS

FROM: KATHY L SUPER
PRESIDENTIAL APPOINTMENTS AND SCHEDULING

Please provide your recommendation on the following scheduling request

EVENT: Meet with the leadership of the National Bar Association

DATE: Open

LOCATION- The White House

Additional information concerning this event is attached

YOUR RECOMMENDATION:

Accept Regrets Surrogate
Priority_
Routine
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APPOINTMENT

THE WHITE HOUSE

WASHINGTON

RESPONSE DUE DATE: February 11, 1991

REQUEST FOR SCHEDULING RECOMMENDATION

MEMORANDUM FOR:
GOVERNOR SUNUNU

ANDREW CARD, JR

ROGER PORTER
SIG ROGICH

SUSAN PORTER ROSE
EDE HOLIDAY
CHASE UNTERMEYER

GREGG PETERSMEYER

PHILLIP BRADY
DAVID DEMAREST
MARLIN FITZWATER
FREDERICK MCCLURE
J. BONNIE NEWMAN
BRENT SCOWCROFT
C BOYDEN GRAY
ED ROGERS

FROM: KATHY L. SUPER
PRESIDENTIAL APPOINTMENTS AND SCHEDULING

Please provide your recommendation on the following scheduling request:

EVENT: Meet with the leadership of the National Bar Association

DATE: Open

LOCATION- The White House

Additional information concerning this event is attached.

YOUR RECOMMENDATION:

Accept_ Regret( Surrogate
Priority
Routine_

If your recommendation is to accept, please cite reasons below:

There is no compelling reason, in my view, for the
with this group.

President to meet

PLEASE RETURN TO WINDY WHITE, ROOM 182, OEOB, BY THE RESPONSE DUE DATE ABOVE
SO THAT YOUR COMMENTS MAY BE CONSIDERED AS WE PROCEED WITH THIS REQUEST
THANK YOU

Message
Video
Written

FlSCHEDULE
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NBA Re To:
NBX President
3340 South MacGregor Way
Houston, Texas 77021
(713) 236-4057

January 16, 1991
Algenita Scott Davis
President

Sharon McPhail
President-Elect

Paulette Brown
Vice President

W. Harold Flowers, Jr.
Vice President

Ernestine S. Sapp
Vice President

Allen J. Websterj
Vice President

Andrea Pair Bryant
Secretary

Joseph Hairston
Treasurer

Evett L. Simmons
Assistant Secretary

Frank Seales, Jr.
Assistant Treasurer

Shelvin L. Hall
General Counsel

Malcolm S. Robinson

President George Bush
United States of America
The White House
Washington, D. C.

Dpar Mr. President:

he National Bar Association is continuing its effort to address
the advancement of jurisprudence, the protection of civil and political rights
and the honor of the legal profession. Your kind words of greeting to the
National Bar during its 65th Annual Meeting served as an inspiration to our
membership and the general community whom you addressed by video tape
during our Opening Session last August.

There are many vital concerns which members--of the
Assoiatiuesire to discuss without. The National Bar is committed to the
diversity of the federal judicial system. We know that this is one of your
goals. We wish to express our concerns about inclusion of qualified
candidates from all segments of our national population. The commitment
of your administration in this area has also been reiterated by Attorney
General William Thornburg when he addressed our affiliate chapter, the

Associate General Counsellouston Lawyers Association, during my tenure as its President.

Carolyn Y. Howard Our organization is also extremely concerned about other
Parliamentarian national issues that impact upon the livelihood of African Americans. These
Hon. Alice A. Bonner include the drug epidemic, crime in the streets, and, most seriously, the lack
Associate Parliamentarianof educational incentives and opportunities, which is the root cause of most

John Crump of the problems in our communities today. We have determined these to be
Executive Director key domestic issues and have focused on them through our resolutions and

task forces.

NATIONAL BAR ASSOCIATION INC., 1225 11TH STREET, N.W., WASHINGTON, D.C. 20001-4217 * (202) 842-3900
66TH ANNUAL MEETING * A UGUST 4-10, 1991 * INDIANAPOLIS, INDIA NA

I



President George Bush
January 16, 1991
Page Two

I am writing to ask that you meet with the leadership of the Barf
Association to see how we can jointly address these serious matters of:
concern. If there are any questions, I may be reached at (713) 236-4057 and,
fax number (713) 236-4979.

Your favorable response is solicited. The National Bar
Association looks forward to working with you and serving as a resource on
legal and other issues.

Sincerely,

Algni tScott avis

cc: U. S. Attorney General William Thornburg
John Crump, Esq., Executive Director
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET P

Washingtot , D.C. 20503 '

MAR 27 1991
LEGISLATIVE REFERRAL MEMORANDUR

LRM #D-185

TO: Legislative Liaison Officer:

JUSTICE - Paul McNulty - 514-2061 - 217
OPM - James N. Woodruff - 606-1424 - 331
EEoC - James C. Lafferty - 663-4900 - 213
OGE - Jane Ley - 523-5377 - 261

SUBJECT: CIVIL RIGHTS Draft Bill -- United States
Commission on Civil Rights Act of 1991.

DEADLINE; APR 01 1991

The Office of Management and Budget requests the views of your
agency on the above subject before advising on its relationship to
the program of the President, in accordance with OMB Circular A-19.
Please advise us if this item will affect direct spending or
receipts for purposes of the "Pay-As-You-Go" provisions of Title
XIII of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1990.

Questions should be referred to Suzanne DUVAL (395-3923),
the legislative analyst for this bill.

2AfETRnt.tcORI E for)
As sistant Director for
Legislative Referenco

CC:
Boyden Gray, WHC
Marianne McGettigan, OPD
Tom Scully
Barbara Selfridge
Susan Jacobs
Jay Brown
John Morrall
Joa Lackey
Delphine Motley
Janet Foragren
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UNITED STATES 1121 Vermont Avenue, N.W.
COMMISSION 00 Washington, D.C. 20425
CIVIL RIbNTS

The Honorable Thomas S. Foley
Speaker of the House

of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Speaker:

On behalf of the members of the commission of the U.S. Commission
on Civil Rights, I am pleased to transmit the agency's draft
amendments to its reauthorization statute which were adopted at its
March 1, 1991 meeting. The draft amendments are a result of
discussions held on February 1, and March 1, 1991 and they
represent a consensus of the members of the Commission. I request
that these draft amendments be referred to the appropriate
committee and promptly enacted.

As we approach the 21st century, America is becoming the most
racially and culturally diverse nation the world has ever known.
Regrettably, our diversity is also arousing new racial tensions and
conflicts among groups. The Commission has never been more vital
to ensuring sustained progress toward true equality and indeed, the
socioeconomic well-being and security of our nation than it is
today.

The draft amendments would reauthorize the u.S. Commission on Civil
Rights with some changes. A section-by-section analysis is also
enclosed for the convenience of congressional review. The
following summarizes the major changes;

(1) The draft amendments would authorize the commission,
through its attorneys, to file Amicus Curiae briefs
before the U.S. Supreme Court upon matters within the
agency's jurisdiction. This provision is intended to
reinforce the Commission's independence by providing for
such authority.

(2) The draft amendments authorize appropriations for the
Commission for 25 years, a quarter of a century, from FY
1992 through FY 2016. However, the draft amendments do
not contain a termination provision. The Commissioners,
after considerable discussion, concluded that it would
not set a time for the agency's authorization to expire
to project to the public that they consider the
Commission to be a vital and necessary agency.
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A BILL
To extend the United States Commission on Civil Rights,

and for other purposes

1 Be It enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives

2 of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

4 This Act may be cited as the "United States Commission on Qvii

5 Rights Act of 1991."

6 SEC. 2. ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COMMISSION.

7 Section 2. of the United States Commission on Civil Rights Act

8 of 1983 (hereinafter referred to as the Act) is amended as follows-

9 (1) Sec. 2(a). After ",,, Rights", add "an independent,

10 bipartisan, factfinding agency of the Federal Government"

11 and before "(hereinfter in . ., .2'; and

12 (2) Sec. 2(c). After the last sentence, add "In the absence

13 of a Chairman and a Vice Chairman, the sonior member

14 the Commission will serve as Acting Chairman".

15 SEC. 3. COMPENSATION OF MEMBERS OF THE

16 COMMISSION.
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I Section 4 of the Act is amended as follows--

2 (1) Sec. 4(a). After "i.t.0. prorated on". change "a daily" to

3 "an hourly. . . ", and after" .. for each", change "day" to

4 "hour"; and

5 (2) Add a new subparagraph:

6 "Sec. 4(c), The total amount that each member of the

7 Commission may receive under subparagraph (a) in any one

8 calendar year shall not exceed one half of the total annual

9 compensation of a Level IV of the Federal Executive Salary

10 Schedule."

11 SEC. 4. DUTIES OF THE COMMISSION.

12 Section 5 of the Act is amended as follows--

13 (1) In subparagraphs (1),(2),(3) and (4) after" . age" and

14 before " . . or national. . . " "handicap" is changed to

is "disability";

16 (2) Subparagraph (d) of the current statute is deleted;

17 (3) A new subparagraph (di) is added:

18 " Section 5(d). The Commission attorneys may submit an

19 amicus curiae brief to the Supreme court of the United

20 States on any matter within the jurisdiction of the

21 commission, if a majority of the members of the

22 Commission approve the submission of such brief."; and

2
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1 (4) Subparagraph (f)' of the current statute is deleted.

2 SEC. 5. POWERS OF THE COMMISSION

3 Section 6 of the Act is amended as follows--

4 (1) Sec. 6(a)(1). Redesignate paragraph 6(a)(1) as

5 6(a)(1)(A). The title of "Staff Director" is changed to

6 "Executive Director";

7 (2) Add a now subparagraph 6(a)(1)(B):

8 "Sec. 6(a)(1)(B), The Executive Director will serve as the

9 chief operating officer of the Commission and shall be

10 responibl for the day-to-day operations of the agency

11 including matters pertaining to employment, use and

12 expenditure of funds, and general administration, consistent

13 with policies determined by the Commission.";

14 (3) Add a new subparagraph 6(a)(1)(C)

IS "Sec. 6(a)(1)(C). in the event of a vacancy in the position of

16 Executive Director, the Chairman shall designate, with the

17 concurrence of a majority of the members of the

18 Conmmission, an employee of the Commission to serve as

19 Acting Executive Director,";

20 (4) Sec. 6(a)(2)(A). Change "November 29, 1983" to

21 "October 1, 1991" and delete " . . , (other than Staff

22 Director and he meinbers of the Commission) . . . .";
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1 (5) Sec. 6(a)(2)(B). belete" . (other than the Staff

2 Director or a member of the Commission) ... ", and change

3 "1983" to "1991" before". . The Commission . . . ". and at

4 the end of the subparagraph change "1983" to "1991" and add

5 Iorimmediately prior to the day before the effective date of

6 this Act.";

7 (6) Sec. 6. (b)(1), Redesignate subparagraph (b) as (b)(1)

8 and add "Except as provided in 5 USC 3111, " before "The

9 Commission . . . ";

10 (7) Add a new subparagraph:

11 "Sec. 6(b)(2). Not more than .1 per centum of the total

12 amounts due to the Commission in each fiscal year may be

13 used for official representation and reception.";

14 (8) Add new subparagraph:

15 "Sec. 6(b)(3). The Commission may accept and utilize

16 services, goods and facilities of Federal, State and local

17 agencies, organizations, and individuals appointed pursuant

18 to Section 2(b)(1) and Section 6(c) from time to time, as

19 may be necessary, to further the objectives of the

20 Commission,";

21 (9) Add a new subparagraph:

22 "Sec. 6(b)(4). Subject to subsection (b)(5) below and in
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I accordance with the policy and program direction

2 established by the members of the Commission and the

3 clearinghouse function of the agency, the Commission may

4 execute agreements to cooperate with Federal, State and

5 lotal agencies in public information programs, including but

6 not limited to forums, conferences or other educational

7 events, and such other activities as, from time to time, may

8 be necessary to further the objectives of the Commission

9 pursuant to Section 5 of this Act,";

10 (10) Add a new subparagraph:

11 "Sec. 6(b)(5)(A). To the extent it does not create the

12 appearance of a confct of interest because of the nature of

13 the activities, entities or their affiliates, the ComUission may

14 accept and utilize gratuitous services, goods and facilities of

15 Federal, State and local agencies, organizations and

16 individuals as provided In (b)(3) above and participate in an

17 agreement or activity with a Federal, State or local agency,

18 as provided in (b)(4) above.";

19 (11) Add a new subparagraph:

20 "Sec. 6(b)(5)(B). To the extent that it does not constitute or

21 imply an endorsement by the Commission of the products or

22 services of the other entity, the Commission may accept and
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1 utilize gratuitous services, goods and facilities or enter into

2 such agreements or activities as provided in (b)(3) and

3 (b)(4) above.";

4 (12) Add a new subparagraph:

5 "Sec. 6(b)(5)(C). To the extent it does not constitute or

6 imply an endorsement by the Commission of, or give undue

7 recognition to the entity involved, the Commission shall

8 ensure that it receives appropriate recognition in all such

9 cooperative arrangements and activities as provided in (b)(4)

10 above."-;

II (13) Sec. 6(c) becomes Sec. 6(c)(1). After "1 States"

12 add: the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, and

13 commonwealths and territories of the United States," before

14 as it deems. .

15 (14) Add a new subparagraph:

16 "Sec. 6(c)(2). An advisory committee established under

17 subparagraph (c)(1) shall have the same investigative

18 authority as the Commission has under Section 3 except that

19 such committee shall not subpoena witnesses.";

20 (15) Add a new subparagraph:

21 "Sec. 6(c)(3). Members of the advisory committee are not

22 "employees" under sections 2104 and 2105 of Title 5 of the
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1 United States Code.";

2 (16) Add a new subparagraph:

3 "Sec. 6(c)(4). Each member of advisory committees shall

4 receive reasonable allowances for necessary expenses for

5 travel, lodging and subsistence incurred in attending

6 advisory committee meetings and activities of the

7 Cenniission when away from the member's usual place of

8 residence in amounts that shall not exceed the maximum

9 fixed by subchapter I of chapter 57 of Title 5 United States

10 Code, for officers and employees of the United States."; and

11 (17) Sec. 6 (i(2). After " were in effect. . .

12 delete "September 30, 1983" and add: "...on the day prior

13 to the effective date of this Act."

14 SEC. 6, AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.

15 Section 7 of the Act is amended as follows--

16 (1) After " 6 . . appropriated", delete "$J2,180,000 for the

17 fiscal year 1984" and insert "to carry out this Act" and after

18 "each" delete "succeeding" and add "of the" before "fiscal"

19 and delete "year ending prior to October 1, 1989" and insert

20 "years 1992 through 2016".

21 SEC. 7. TERMINATION.

22 Section 8 of' the Act is deleted,
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SECTION BY SECTION ANALYSIS

SECTION 1, SHORT TITLE.

This states that this bill if enacted, would be the United
Act of 1991.

SEC. 2, ESTABLISHMENT OF COMMISSION.

Section 2 of the Act is amended as follows--

(1) S5c. 2 (a). This section states affirmatively that this
an independent, bipartisan, fact-finding agency.

States Commission on Civil Rights

Reauthorization Act is establishing

(2) Sec. 2 (z). This subparagraph is a new provision designed to provide an orderly process
for designating an Acting Chairman when there is a vacancy in both positions, a
situation that occurred at the Commission between December 1989 and February 1990.
The "senior member" of the Commission is defined as the member with the longest
cordnuous date of service based on last appointment. In the unlikely event two
members have the same appointment date, the swearing-in date would be used to
determine the "senior member".

SEC. 3. COMPENSATION OF MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION.

Section 4 of the Act is amended as follows--

(1) Sec. 4 (a). This is essentially the same language as Sec. 4(a) of the current statute,
however, it been changed to being prorated on an "hourly" basis instead of a "daily"
basis to reflect the actual practice.

(2) Sec. 4 (c). This subparagraph Is new and provides a limit in the authorization statute on
the total salary compensation of the members of the Conunission to reflect the fact that
the positIons condnue to be intermittent and other than full-time.

SEC. 4. DUTIES OF THE COMMISSION.

Section 5 of the Act is amended as follows--

(1) Sec.. 5 (a) (1),(2),(3),(4) and (5). The language is the same as Sec. 5(a) (1),(2),(3),(4)
and (5) of the current statute, except that in subsections (1),(2),(3) and (4) "handicap"
has been changed to "disability" to reflect the terminology in the Americans with
Disability Act of 1990.

(2) Sec. 5 (d). The original subparagmph (d) is deleted because the definition of "handicap"

>4
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is no longer necessary.

(3) Sec. 5 (d). This subparagraph is a new provision. Unless there is a specific authority in
the authorization statute, the Commission cannot file amicus curiae briefs, It is also
intended to reinforce the Commission's independence by giving it the authority to
unilat-rally file such briefs.

4) Sec. 5 (f). This subparagraph regarding "members of eastern and southem European
ethnic groups" In Soc. 5(f) of the current statute has been deleted. The Commission
cornpliod with this provision by issuing a report, The Economic Status of Americans
of Southern and European Ancestry (October 1986), and a consultation report on £ivg
Rights of Euro-Ethnic Americans in fhg United States: Oonniriejllege.
(December 1979).

SEC. 5. POWERS OF THE COMMISSION.

Section 6 of the Ac is amended as follows-

(1) Sec. 6 (a)(]). Subparagraph 6 (a)l) is redesignated as 6 (a)(1)(A). The title of "Staff
Director" is changed to "Executive Director" to be consistent with comparable
positions at most other Commissions and Boards,

(2) Sec. 6 (a)(1)(B). This subparagraph is new and reflects the actual day-to-day operating
responsibilities and authorities of the Executive Dkector.

(3) Sec. 6 (a)(1)(C). This subparagraph is new and reflects the past practice for filling a
temporary vacancy In the Executive Director position and gives it a statutory basis,

(4) Sec. 6 (a)(2)(A). This is similar to the language in Sec. 6(a)(2)(A) of the current statute
but the date has been changed to October 1, 1991 and the transfer exception for the
Staff Director and the members of the Conunission has been deleted, It is intended
that there be an orderly transition in leadership for the current members of the
Commission and the former Staff Director to the retitled position of Executive
Director. The members will serve out their current terms.

(5) Sec. 6 (a)(2)(B). This is a technical change to the date to reflect the current authorization
extension to 1991.

(6) Sec.6 (b)(1). Subparagraph (b) is redesignated as (b)(1). The exception in this subsection
provides for UtiliLation of student volunteers appointed pursuant to 5 U.S.C. 3111.
According to Commission and GAO interpretations of the current statute, this is
permitted now, but nevertheless should be explicitly stated.

(7) Sec. 6 (b)(2). This provision is new and permits limited expenditures for refreshments
by the Commission at such activities as State Advisory Committee (SAC) meetings.

(8) Sec. 6 (b)(3). This provision Is new and is intended to permit the acceptance of modest
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gratuitous services, goods and facilities from Federal, State and local agencies,
organizations, and Commissioners or SAC members, as is required to carry out the
Commission's activities. For example, acceptance of a room or refreshments for a
Commission or SAC meeting. These must be accepted in accordance with the
disclaimers in subsections (b)(5)(A) and (B) below. Funds have been intentionally
excluded from this provision.

(9) Sec. 6 (b)(4). This provision is new and permits the Commission as part of its
clearinghouse function in Sec. 5(a)(4), to enter into agreements with Federal, State and
local agencies to conduct joint seminars, conferences, briefings, etc. However, such
cooperation agreements and activities must be approved by the members of the
Commission and be in accordance with the disclaimers in subsections (b)(5)(A)(B) and
(C).

(10) Sec. 6 (b)(5)(A), This provision is new and is Intended to ensure that neither the
acceptance of gratuitous services, goods and facilities nor the entering into agreements
or activities for cooperation create the appearance of a conflict of interest. This
disclaimer ensures that the Commission maintains its independence.

(11) Sec. 6 (b)(5)(B). This provision is new and Is Intended to ensure that neither the
acceptance of gratuitous services, goods and facilities nor the entering into agreements
or activities for cooperation will constitute or imply an endorsement of products or
services of the other entity.

(12) Sec. 6 (b)(5)(C). This provision is new and is intended to ensure that the entering into
agreements or activities for cooperation does not constitute or imply an endorsement
or give undue recognition to the participating Federal, State or local agency. This
disclaimer ensures that the Commission maintains its independence.

(13) Sec. 6 (c)(1). Subparagraph (c) is designated as (c)(1). This subparagraph is
essentially the same language as the language in Sec. 6 (c) of the current statute,
however, it clarifies that statute to provide for establishing SACs in the District of
Columbia, Puerto Rico, and other United States' commonwealths and territories.

(14) Sec. 6 (c)(2). This provision is new and clarifies the current statute to state what has
been the past practice of the SACs with respect to investigative authority.

(15) Sec. 6 (c)(3). This provision is new and is intended to clarify the existing statute as
to the legal status of members of the SACs.

(16) Sec. 6 (c)(4). This provision is new and Is Intended to state the past practice of paying
travel expenses for members of Advisory Committees to attend SAC activities.

(17) Sec. 6 (i)(2. This is essentially the same language as in See,6(i)(2) of the current
statute but the September 30, 1983 date has been changed to the " . . . day prior to
the effective date of this Act" to reflect the amendment and extension of the current
statute.

3
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SEC. 6. AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.

Section 7 of the Act is amended as follows--

This provides for authorizatior for appropriations for twenty-five fiscal years from FY
1992 through FY 2016.

SEC. 7. TERMINATION.

Section 8 of the Act is amended as follows-

Sec. 8 of the current statute is deleted so that the Commission will not have to be
tamninated at the end of the proposed 25-year reauthorization period.

4


